**John Constantine: Hellblazer #1**
John Constantine is back and that may not be a good thing. Find it in DC/Black Label!

**Family Tree #1**
An eight-year-old girl mysteriously starts turning into a tree. Find it in Image Comics!

**RAI (2019) #1**
Rai is here to save the 41st Century. Find it in Valiant!

**Mirka Andolfo’s Unsacred #1**
An angel. A devil. And romance awaits. Find it in Ablaze!

**X-Force #1**
Meet the CIA of the mutant world. Find it in Marvel Comics!

**2099 Alpha #1**
The future is in peril. Miguel O’Hara, better known as Spider-Man 2099, returns to the present, which puts his life and the future at risk. But why? And what does Doctor Doom have to do with it? Find out as 2099 returns with a vengeance and take a new glimpse at Marvel’s future. Keep your eyes open for special 2099 Variant covers.

**2099 Omega #35**

**Fantastic Four 2099 #1**

**Punisher 2099 #1**

**Conan 2099 #1**

**Amazing Spider-Man #33**

**Amazing Spider-Man #34**

**Amazing Spider-Man #35**

**Westfield Catalog (1st Class USPS)**
- We will be mailing all our catalogs First Class so we are not offering a separate option for this. (You must order at least once every three months to continue to receive free catalog.)

**Previews Packet**
- Hundreds of comics and graphic novels from the best comic publishers; the coolest pop-culture merchandise; plus exclusive items available nowhere else. Each packet includes Previews, DC Previews, Marvel Previews and a Previews Customer Order Form. $3.99 [19090003] Also available sent Priority Mail, separate from your regular shipment and on the same day that Previews hits the streets - this should take approximately 2-3 days. $10.50 [19090002]

**Marvel Previews**
- Each issue is a comic book-sized, 120-page, full-color guide and preview to all of Marvel’s upcoming releases. Features items scheduled to ship in January 2020 and beyond. $1.00 [19090004]

**DC Previews**
- Each issue is a comic book-sized, 96-page, full-color guide and preview to all of DC’s upcoming releases. Features items scheduled to ship in January 2020 and beyond. $1.00 [19090005]
MARVEL COMICS SET (72) [SEP19] - This set contains the following 69 titles at an extra reduced price:

- Absolute Carnage #1
- Absolute Carnage: Captain Marvel #1
- Absolute Carnage: Weapon Plus #1
- Agents of Atlas #4
- Amazing Mary Jane #33 & 34
- Annihilation: Scourge Alpha #1
- Avengers #26 & 27
- Black Cat #6
- Black Panther & the Agents of Wakanda #3
- Captain America #16
- Captain Marvel #12
- Conan 2099 #1
- Doctor Doom #1
- Doctor Strange #1
- Fallen Angels #1 & 2
- Fantastic Four #16
- Fantastic Four: Grand Design #1
- Fantastic Four: Negative Zone #1
- Friendly Neighborhood Spider-Man #14
- Future Foundation #4
- Ghost Rider #2
- Ghost-Spider #4
- Guardians of the Galaxy #11
- Gwenpool Strikes Back #4
- History of Marvel Universe #5
- Immortal Hulk #26 & 27
- Invaders #11
- Invisible Woman #5
- Ironheart #12
- King Thor #3
- Loki #5
- Magnificent Ms. Marvel #9
- Marauders #2
- Marvel Tales: Doctor Strange #1
- Miles Morales: Spider-Man #12
- Morbius #1
- New Mutants #1 & 2
- Old Man Quill #11
- Punisher 2099 #1
- Punisher: Kill Krew #5
- Punisher: Soviet #1
- Runaways #27
- Savage Avengers #4
- Scream: Curse of Carnage #1
- Spider-Man #33 & 34
- Spider-Man & Venom: Double Trouble #1
- Spider-Man: Velocity #4
- Spider-Verse #2
- Strikeforce #3
- Sword Master #5
- Tony Stark: Iron Man #18
- Unbeatable Squirrel Girl #50
- Valkyrie: Jane Foster #5
- Venom #20
- Web of Black Widow #3
- X-Force #1 & 2
- Yondu #1 & 2

AVENGERS SET (12) [SEP19] - This set contains the following 12 titles at an extra reduced price:

- Avengers #26 & 27
- Captain America #16
- Immortal Hulk #26 & 27
- Ironheart #12
- King Thor #3
- Loki #5
- Savage Avengers #7
- Strikeforce #3
- Tony Stark: Iron Man #18
- Valkyrie: Jane Foster #6

SPIDER-MAN SET (18) [SEP19] - This set contains the following 18 titles at an extra reduced price:

- Absolute Carnage #5
- Absolute Carnage: Captain Marvel #1
- Absolute Carnage: Weapon Plus #1
- Amazing Mary Jane #2
- Black Cat #6
- Ghost-Spider #4
- Gwenpool Strikes Back #4
- Miles Morales: Spider-Man #12
- Morbius #1
- Scream: Curse of Carnage #1
- Spider-Man #3
- Spider-Man & Venom: Double Trouble #1
- Spider-Man: Velocity #4
- Spider-Verse #2
- Venom #20

X-MEN SET (10) [SEP19] - This set contains the following 7 titles at an extra reduced price:

- Deadpool #1
- Excalibur #2
- Fallen Angels #1 & 2
- Marauders #2
- New Mutants #1 & 2
- X-Force #1 & 2
- X-Men #2
All images TM & © 2019 Marvel Characters, Inc. All rights reserved.

**Marvel Heroes**

**2099 ALPHA #1** - (Nick Spencer/Viktor Bogdanovic) Events of Amazing Spider-Man have been leading to this for months. Something is happening in 2099 that spans Nueva York and beyond and will shake up the official Marvel Future forever. One-shot. Pat Gleason cover. 40 pg. Rated T+ [19090117] John Tyler Christopher Action Figure cover [19090118] Kyle Hotz connecting cover [19090119] Greg Land cover [19090120] Ron Lim cover [19090121] $3.99 (each)


**BLACK CAT ANNUAL #1** - (RyanNorth / Javier Pina) You are cordially invited to the wedding of Black Cat and Spider-Man. In lieu of gifts, please turn over all your security systems, laser grids and counterweight giant stone traps. J. Scott Campbell cover. 40 pg. Rated T [19090144] Todd Nauck cover [19090145] $3.99 (each)

**BLACK CAT #6** - (Mackay/Dowling) Things didn’t quite work out between Felicia and Johnny Storm. So the Black Cat has a real date. But with who? J. Scott Campbell cover. Rated T [19090142] Phil Noto 2099 cover [19090143] $3.19 (each)

**AVENGERS #26** - (Aaron/Dale Keown) The secret, savage origin of the biggest, nastiest, most cosmically-powered caveman who ever lived: the original Starbrand, one of the mighty Avengers of One Million B.C. Rated T+ [19090138] Alex Ross Marvels 25th cover [19090139] $3.19 (each)

**AVENGERS #27** - (Aaron/McGuinness) Starbrand Returns part 1: Riot In The Space Prison. The Avengers go into an alien prison the size of a galaxy, where a mysterious new wielder of the all-powerful Starbrand has suddenly appeared, unleashing cosmic chaos. Rated T+ [19090140] 2099 cover [19090141] $3.19 (each)

**ANNIHILATION: SCOURGE ALPHA #1** - (Matthew Rosenberg/Juanan Ramirez) The opening salvo for December’s main event. Something is stirring in the Negative Zone... something that the Marvel Universe isn’t ready for. Will Nova be able to assemble a team powerful enough to tackle this burgeoning threat? One-shot. Josemaria Casanovas cover. 40 pg. Rated T+ [19090135] Ariel Olivetti cover [19090136] Ron Lim cover [19090137] $3.99 (each)

**AMAZING MARY #34** - (Spencer/Gleason) The mysterious return of the present threatens his life and his entire future. But why? As for our time’s Spider-Man, he’s got his hands full. Rated T [19090130] Miguel Mercado cover [19090131] $3.19 (each)

**AMAZING MARY #33** - (Spencer/Gleason) Miguel O’Hara’s mysterious return to the present. What has he learned Mysterio about it. It’s Earth’s Mightiest Hero against a symbiotic space cat. One-shot. David Nakayama cover. 40 pg. Rated T [19090129] Ariel Olivetti cover [19090130] $3.99 (each)


**AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #33** - (Spencer/Gleason) The secret, savage origin of the biggest, nastiest, most cosmically-powered caveman who ever lived: the original Starbrand, one of the mighty Avengers of One Million B.C. Rated T+ [19090138] Alex Ross Marvels 25th cover [19090139] $3.19 (each)

**ANNUAL**


**ABSOLUTE CARNAGE: WEAPON PLUS #1** - (Jed Mackay/ Stefano Raffaele) Years ago, Rex Strickland was given a highly classified mission by Nick Fury. Where exactly did this go wrong? Later, Carnage is on a rampage and only Weapon H can stop him – by picking up where Rex left off. One-shot. Skan cover. 40 pg. Rated T+ [19090125] Codex cover [19090126] $3.99 (each)

**AVENGERS ANNUAL #1** - (SteveDillon / Javier Pina) You are cordially invited to the wedding of Black Cat and Spider-Man. In lieu of gifts, please turn over all your security systems, laser grids and counterweight giant stone traps. J. Scott Campbell cover. 40 pg. Rated T [19090144] Todd Nauck cover [19090145] $3.99 (each)

**AVENGERS #26** - (Aaron/Dale Keown) The secret, savage origin of the biggest, nastiest, most cosmically-powered caveman who ever lived: the original Starbrand, one of the mighty Avengers of One Million B.C. Rated T+ [19090138] Alex Ross Marvels 25th cover [19090139] $3.19 (each)

**AVENGERS #27** - (Aaron/McGuinness) Starbrand Returns part 1: Riot In The Space Prison. The Avengers go into an alien prison the size of a galaxy, where a mysterious new wielder of the all-powerful Starbrand has suddenly appeared, unleashing cosmic chaos. Rated T+ [19090140] 2099 cover [19090141] $3.19 (each)

**MARVEL VARIANT COVERS**


**AMAZING MARY #33** - (Spencer/Gleason) Miguel O’Hara’s mysterious return to the present. What has he learned Mysterio about it. It’s Earth’s Mightiest Hero against a symbiotic space cat. One-shot. David Nakayama cover. 40 pg. Rated T [19090129] Ariel Olivetti cover [19090130] $3.99 (each)

**ABSOLUTE CARNAGE: CAPTAIN MARVEL #1** - (Emily Ryan Lerner/Andrea Broccardo) Chewie’s been Carnagized, and Carol ain’t happy about it. It’s Earth’s Mightiest Hero against a symbiotic space cat. One-shot. David Nakayama cover. 40 pg. Rated T [19090122] Codex cover [19090123] $3.99 (each)

**AVENGERS #26** - (Aaron/Dale Keown) The secret, savage origin of the biggest, nastiest, most cosmically-powered caveman who ever lived: the original Starbrand, one of the mighty Avengers of One Million B.C. Rated T+ [19090138] Alex Ross Marvels 25th cover [19090139] $3.19 (each)

**AVENGERS #27** - (Aaron/McGuinness) Starbrand Returns part 1: Riot In The Space Prison. The Avengers go into an alien prison the size of a galaxy, where a mysterious new wielder of the all-powerful Starbrand has suddenly appeared, unleashing cosmic chaos. Rated T+ [19090140] 2099 cover [19090141] $3.19 (each)

**ANNIHILATION: SCOURGE ALPHA #1** - (Matthew Rosenberg/Juanan Ramirez) The opening salvo for December’s main event. Something is stirring in the Negative Zone... something that the Marvel Universe isn’t ready for. Will Nova be able to assemble a team powerful enough to tackle this burgeoning threat? One-shot. Josemaria Casanovas cover. 40 pg. Rated T+ [19090135] Ariel Olivetti cover [19090136] Ron Lim cover [19090137] $3.99 (each)


**BLACK CAT ANNUAL #1** - (RyanNorth / Javier Pina) You are cordially invited to the wedding of Black Cat and Spider-Man. In lieu of gifts, please turn over all your security systems, laser grids and counterweight giant stone traps. J. Scott Campbell cover. 40 pg. Rated T [19090144] Todd Nauck cover [19090145] $3.99 (each)

**BLACK CAT #6** - (Mackay/Dowling) Things didn’t quite work out between Felicia and Johnny Storm. So the Black Cat has a real date. But with who? J. Scott Campbell cover. Rated T [19090142] Phil Noto 2099 cover [19090143] $3.19 (each)

**BLACK CAT #6** - (Mackay/Dowling) Things didn’t quite work out between Felicia and Johnny Storm. So the Black Cat has a real date. But with who? J. Scott Campbell cover. Rated T [19090142] Phil Noto 2099 cover [19090143] $3.19 (each)
CaPtain america #16
Molina cover. Rated T
encroaching danger
Can the Agent’s of galactic experiment has been waiting. Can the Agents of Wakanda stop it’s encroaching danger before it’s too late? Jorge Molina cover. Rated T $3.19 (19090146)

CAPTAIN AMERICA #16 - (Coates/Masters) The Legend Of Steve continues. The killing of a cop sets off a powder keg in the city streets one that Steve Rogers and Misty Knight must fight to contain. Alex Ross cover. Rated T+ See the Avengers Settlers. $3.99 (each)

CAPTAIN MARVEL #12 - (Gerry Duggan/Rogê Antônio) Eons beyond his years, when Conan’s new kingdom is threatened, he entered the Marvel Universe, battles the civilization of 2099. $3.19 (each)

CONAN 2099 #1 - (Gerry Duggan/Rogê Antônio) Eons beyond his years, when Conan’s new kingdom is threatened, he enters the Marvel Universe, battles the civilization of 2099. $3.19 (each)

DEADPOOL #1 - (Kelly Thompson/Chris Bachalo) Deadpool’s newest mercenary job has him going after the King of Monsters, who has claimed a new kingdom for his monstrous subjects… on Staten Island. But you know what they say, when you come at the king, you better not miss. 40 pg. Parental Advisory $3.99 (each)

DOCTOR DOOM #2 - (Cantwell/Larroca) Doctor Doom has been taken prisoner by the world itself, but he may find unexpected aid in his escape. Acu cover. Rated T+ $3.19 (each)

EXCALIBUR #2 - (Howard/To) Betsy Braddock is Captain Britain, but a citizen of Krakoa. With Rogue’s condition a mystery, the team heads to the one place that has always been the seat of Excalibur’s power - the Lighthouse. $3.19 (each)

FANTASTIC FOUR #16 - (Slott/Baakoa) Point of Origin part 3. Who is the winged warrior named Sky? What’s her shocking connection to the origin of the Human Torch? $3.99 (each)

FANTASTIC FOUR: GRAND DESIGN #2 - (of 2) (Scoll) An all-new story taking you on a tour of the FF’s history. Featuring Galactus and the Silver Surfer. 48 pg. Rated T $3.99 (each)

FANTASTIC FOUR: GRAND DESIGN #1 - (Mike Carey & Ryan North/Stefano Caselli & Steve Uy) One of Reed Richards’ greatest discoveries is the extradimensional Negative Zone that exists parallel to our own universe. But now, an experiment that Reed began many years ago has come back to roost—and the Fantastic Four will once more have to venture into this hostile expanse. One-shot. Kim Jacinto cover. 40 pg. Rated T $3.99 (each)

FUNDY NEIGHBORHOOD SPIDER-MAN #14 - (Taylor/Caballero) Spidey and the FF follow the trail to wherever they are forced to kill Spider-Man. But now, a new threat is on the horizon. $3.19 (each)

DAREDEVIL #13 - (Zdarsky/Checchetto) Matt Murdock has no choice but to investigate the corruption in New York’s police force further. And Wilson Fisk may be the Kingpin of Crime no more, but he still has blood on his hands… Julian Totino Tedesco cover. Rated T+ $3.19 (each)

DAREDEVIL #14 - (Mann/FG) \"The Devil\" Matt Murdock has no choice but to investigate the corruption in New York’s police force further. And Wilson Fisk may be the Kingpin of Crime no more, but he still has blood on his hands… Julian Totino Tedesco cover. Rated T+ $3.19 (each)

FALLEN ANGELS #1 & 2 - (Bryan Edward Hill/Szymon Kudranski) Paylooke finds herself in this new world of Mutantkind unsure of her place in it… but when a face from her past returns only to be killed, she seeks help from others who feel similar to X-23. Join Kwannon for a personal mission. Ashley Wittwer cover. 40 pg. Rated T+ $3.19 (each)

FANTASTIC FOUR 2099 #1 - (Karl Pacheco/Steven Cummings) Heroes may be no more, but the legacy of Earth’s greatest family lives on. But as this new quartet of champions takes on the mantle, what does it mean to be called Fantastic Four in a future ruled by Doom? $3.19 (each)

FANTASTIC FOUR #27 - (Lee/Bagley) Since it… but when a face from her past returns only to be killed, she seeks help from others who feel similar to X-23. Join Kwannon for a personal mission. Ashley Wittwer cover. 40 pg. Rated T+ $3.19 (each)

FANTASTIC FOUR: CIVIL WAR #1 - (Slott/Izaakse) Donald Blake is now the one person that has the power to stop the World War. $3.19 (each)

FANTASTIC FOUR: GRAND DESIGN #2 - (of 2) (Scoll) An all-new story taking you on a tour of the FF’s history. Featuring Galactus and the Silver Surfer. 48 pg. Rated T $3.99 (each)

FANTASTIC FOUR: GRAND DESIGN #1 - (Mike Carey & Ryan North/Stefano Caselli & Steve Uy) One of Reed Richards’ greatest discoveries is the extradimensional Negative Zone that exists parallel to our own universe. But now, an experiment that Reed began many years ago has come back to roost—and the Fantastic Four will once more have to venture into this hostile expanse. One-shot. Kim Jacinto cover. 40 pg. Rated T $3.99 (each)

FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD SPIDER-MAN #14 - (Taylor/Caballero) Spidey and the FF follow the trail to wherever they are forced to kill Spider-Man. But now, a new threat is on the horizon. $3.19 (each)

FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD SPIDER-MAN #14 - (Taylor/Caballero) Spidey and the FF follow the trail to wherever they are forced to kill Spider-Man. But now, a new threat is on the horizon. $3.19 (each)

FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD SPIDER-MAN #14 - (Taylor/Caballero) Spidey and the FF follow the trail to wherever they are forced to kill Spider-Man. But now, a new threat is on the horizon. $3.19 (each)

FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD SPIDER-MAN #14 - (Taylor/Caballero) Spidey and the FF follow the trail to wherever they are forced to kill Spider-Man. But now, a new threat is on the horizon. $3.19 (each)

FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD SPIDER-MAN #14 - (Taylor/Caballero) Spidey and the FF follow the trail to wherever they are forced to kill Spider-Man. But now, a new threat is on the horizon. $3.19 (each)

FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD SPIDER-MAN #14 - (Taylor/Caballero) Spidey and the FF follow the trail to wherever they are forced to kill Spider-Man. But now, a new threat is on the horizon. $3.19 (each)

FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD SPIDER-MAN #14 - (Taylor/Caballero) Spidey and the FF follow the trail to wherever they are forced to kill Spider-Man. But now, a new threat is on the horizon. $3.19 (each)

FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD SPIDER-MAN #14 - (Taylor/Caballero) Spidey and the FF follow the trail to wherever they are forced to kill Spider-Man. But now, a new threat is on the horizon. $3.19 (each)

FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD SPIDER-MAN #14 - (Taylor/Caballero) Spidey and the FF follow the trail to wherever they are forced to kill Spider-Man. But now, a new threat is on the horizon. $3.19 (each)

FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD SPIDER-MAN #14 - (Taylor/Caballero) Spidey and the FF follow the trail to wherever they are forced to kill Spider-Man. But now, a new threat is on the horizon. $3.19 (each)

FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD SPIDER-MAN #14 - (Taylor/Caballero) Spidey and the FF follow the trail to wherever they are forced to kill Spider-Man. But now, a new threat is on the horizon. $3.19 (each)

FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD SPIDER-MAN #14 - (Taylor/Caballero) Spidey and the FF follow the trail to wherever they are forced to kill Spider-Man. But now, a new threat is on the horizon. $3.19 (each)
GHOST RIDER #2 - (Brison/Kuder) GHOST RIDER vs. GHOST RIDER. Johnny versus Danny. But who does Mephisto have his money on? Rated T+ $3.19 [19090179]

LOKI #5 - (Kibbelsmith/Bazaldua) It’s Wolverine vs. Loki back in the old west. Loki doesn’t exactly belong in these parts — or in this time period. But that’s never stopped the god of mischief before. Ozgor Hyldim cover. Rated T+ [19090194] 2099 cover [19090195] $3.19 (each)

MAGNIFICENT MS. MARVEL #9 - (Ahmed/Vazquez) Disaster strikes Ms. Marvel’s family, drawing Kamala and Bruno closer together than ever before. Are these two best friends about to become something more? Eduard Petrovich cover. Rated T+ $3.19 [19090196]

MARAUDERS #2 - (Duggan/Loil) The Hellfire Trading Company has control of Mutant trade on the seas — but that doesn’t mean its Inner Circle is done stabbing one another in the back. Russell Dauterman cover. Rated T+ $3.19 [19090197]

MARVEL TALES: DOCTOR STRANGE #1
FC. (Stan Lee, Roy Thomas & Chris Claremont/Steve Ditko, Dan Adkins & Marshall Rogers) First, the legendary pairing of Stan Lee and Steve Ditko debut the incomparable Stephen Strange as Earth’s Sorcerer Supreme in Strange Tales #101 (1951) #101. Then, in Doctor Strange (1968) #169-170, Roy Thomas and Dan Adkins offer their take on Strange’s origin. And a memorable tale from Marvel Fanfare (1982) #5 by Chris Claremont and Marshall Rogers. Inhyuk Lee cover. One-Shot. 80 pg. Rated T $6.39 [19090198]


MORBIUS #1 - (Vita Ayala/Marcelo Ferreira) Morbius is the living vampire… or is he more? For years, Nobel Prize winning biologist Michael Morbius has been struggling to cure himself of his vampirism, and now, for the first time in years, one may be within reach. Ryan Brown cover. Rated T+ [19090201] Variant B cover [19090202] Connecting cover [19090203] $3.19 (each)

NEW MUTANTS #1 & #2 - (Jonathan Hickman & Ed Brissos/Red Reis) The classic New Mutants (Sunspot, Wolfsbane, Mirage, Karma, Magik, and Cypher) get together with a few new friends (Chamber, Mondo) to seek out their missing member and share the good news… a mission that takes them into space alongside the Starjammers. 40 pg. Rated T+ [19090204] Artgerm cover [19090205] Mark Bagley Every Mutant Ever cover [19090206] Javier Garron Young Guns cover [19090207] $3.99 (each) $2.13 [19090208]

OLD MAN QUILL #1 - (Sacks/Gill) Peter Quill navigates the timestream for one last shot at saving the Earth. Nothing will stand in his way now… except Doctor Doom. John Tyler Christopher cover. Rated T+ $3.19 [19090209]

PUNISHER #37 - (Lonnie Nadler & Zac Thompson/Matt Horak) The future has arrived, but world peace certainly hasn’t. In fact, with the streets of Nueva York more crime-ridden than ever, who will rise up to defend the vulnerable population from corruption? Looks like it’s up to Punisher 2099. One-shot. Patch Zircher cover. 40 pg. Rated T [19090210] Ron Lim cover [19090211] $3.99 (each)

PUNISHER KILL KREW #5 - (Duggan/Ferreoya) The Krew’s mission of punishment has only one target left. The most deadly enemy yet has prepared for Frank, and won’t go down easily. Tony Moore cover. Parental Advisory $3.19 [1909012]

PUNISHER SOVIET #1 - (Duggan/Burrows) A dozen Russian mobsters lie dead at the Punisher’s feet and he wasn’t the one who pulled the trigger. Who is in New York City decimating the Russian mob and can it be long before they come into conflict with Frank? Paolo Rivera cover. MT [19090213] Variant cover [19090214] $3.13 (each)

RUNAWAYS #27 - (Powell/Anka) The Runaways can’t go home, but Los Angeles’ First Protector and Most Venerable Hero is joined them in. Have they finally met a powerful adult they can trust? Rated T+ $3.19 [19090215]

TONY STARK: IRON MAN #18 - (Slott & Zub/Schiti) The Ultron Agenda continues. Chapter 3: Inner Conflict. While Rhodey and friends fight the robot war topside... a literal war rages on inside Tony Stark. Alexander Lozano cover. Rated T+ $3.19 [19090223]

THE WEB OF BLACK WIDOW #3 - (of 5) (Houser/Mooney) When her secretive enemy gets the best of her, Natasha calls the one person who understands just how tangled a widow’s web can get: Yelena Belova. Junggeun Yoon cover. Rated T+ $3.19 [19090241]

X-FORCE #1 & #2 - (Benjamin Percy/Joshua Cassara) X-Force is the CIA of the mutant world—half intelligence branch, one half special ops. Beast, Jean Grey and Sage on one side, Wolverine, Kid Omega and Domino on the other. In a perfect world, there would be no need for an X-Force. Dustin Weaver cover. 40 pg. Rated T+ See the X-Men Set for art. [19090242] Mark Bagley Every Mutant Ever cover [19090243] Russell Dauterman Young Guns cover [19090244] $3.99 (each) #2 $3.19 [19090246]

MARVEL’S SPIDER-MAN: VELOCITY #4 - (of 5) (Hallum/Laiso) Spider-Man’s new high-speed Velocity suit is jammed at full speed. Can Peter use this time to find a solution for his own problem and the mysterious villain terrorizing New York City? Skan cover. Rated T $3.19 [19090226]

SPIDER-MAN #3 - (of 5) (J.J. Abrams & H. Abrams/Pichelli) If you think you know what’s going to happen to Peter and Mary Jane next, you’re wrong. Olivier Coipel cover. Rated T $3.19 [19090221]

Giuseppe Camuncoli 2099 cover [19090235] $3.19 (each)

TONY STARK: IRON MAN #18 - (Slott & Zub/Schiti) The Ultron Agenda continues. Chapter 3: Inner Conflict. While Rhodey and friends fight the robot war topside... a literal war rages on inside Tony Stark. Alexander Lozano cover. Rated T+ $3.19 [19090223]

Rahzzah cover [19090224] $3.19 (each)

THE UNBEATABLE SQUIRREL GIRL #50 - (North/Charm) Final issue. Friendship, explosions, and friendships forged during the entire Spider-Verse are in trouble including a world where Aunt May got the Spider-Powers (like you saw in Spider-Geddon). Dave Rapoza cover. Rated T $3.19 [19090227]

TOMB OF DRACULA #1 FACSIMILE EDITION - (Marv Wolfman/Gene Colan) His name is Blade, and he’s a vampire hunter like no other — because he’s part-vampire himself. This momentous issue introduced the Daywalker — and set him on the path toward multimedia superstardom. Reprinting Tomb Of Dracula (1972) #10. Gil Kane cover. Rated T $3.19 [19090229]

Valkyrie: Jane Foster #5 - (Aaron & Ewing/Cafu) Valkyrie’s enemy finally reveals himself to teach the guardian of the fallen an important lesson: Not every life can be saved. Mahmud Asrar cover. Rated T+ $3.19 [19090238] Pham 2099 cover [19090239] Ryan Bodenheim Codex cover [19090240] $3.19 (each)

MARVEL’S SPIDER-MAN: VELOCITY #4 - (of 5) (Hallum/Laiso) Spider-Man’s new high-speed Velocity suit is jammed at full speed. Can Peter use this time to find a solution for his own problem and the mysterious villain terrorizing New York City? Skan cover. Rated T $3.19 [19090226]

SPEAR: CURSE OF CARNAGE #1 - (Clay McLeod Chapman/Chris Mooneyham) Out of the ashes of Absolute Carnage, what remains of the Scream symbiote is at last stars in its own series. But after the events of Absolute Carnage, what remains of the Scream symbiote as it was before? Jim Cheung cover. 40 pg. Rated T+ [19090221] Angermann cover [19090218] Skottie Young cover [19090219] $3.99 (each)

STRIKEFORCE #3 - (Howard/Peraila) The changeling creatures known as Vridal have lodged their fovy claws into the attention of his greatest opponent yet — Doctor Doom. Andrea Sorrentino cover. Rated T+ $3.19 [19090228]

SWORD MASTER #5 - (Shuizhu & Pak/Gunji & Anindito) Lin Lie’s magic sword draws the attention of his strongest enemy — and not just for battle. Meanwhile, in our second story, can Shang-Chi and Sword Master overcome their suspicion and pride in time to thwart the threat of the Gods of Madripoor? 40 pg. Rated T+ $3.19 [19090229]

VENOM #20 - (Cates/Cocillo) It’s the final tie-in to Absolute Carnage. Kyle Hotz cover. Rated T+ [19090238] Pham 2099 cover [19090239] Ryan Bodenheim Codex cover [19090240] $3.19 (each)

VENOM #20 - (of 5) (Lonnie Nadler & Zac Thompson/John McCrea) Yondu, lone Ravager and all-around scoundrel, is about to hit the biggest pay day of his life when he stumbles upon a dangerous new weapon. But when this artifact turns out to be deadlier than he bargained for, will the reward outweigh the risk? Cully Hammer cover. Rated T+ [19090240] Carlos Pacheco cover [19090250] $3.19 (each)

SCREAM: CURSE OF CARNAGE #1 - (Clay McLeod Chapman/Chris Mooneyham) Out of the ashes of Absolute Carnage, what remains of the Scream symbiote as it was before? Jim Cheung cover. 40 pg. Rated T+ [19090221] Angermann cover [19090218] Skottie Young cover [19090219] $3.99 (each)
All images TM & © 2019 Marvel Characters, Inc. All rights reserved.
DAREDEVIL vs CHIP ZDARSKY VOL. 2: NO DEVILS, ONLY GOD TPB - FC. (Chip Zdarsky/Laila Kumar Sharma) Daredevil has disappeared from Hell's Kitchen — and in his absence, the real devils are starting to come out to play. Collecting DAREDEVIL (2019) #6-10. Chip Zdarsky cover. 112 pg. Rated T+ Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $12.79 [19090291]

HOUSE OF X/POWERS OF X HC - FC. (Jonathan Hickman/Peppe Larraz & B.B. Silva) In HOUSE OF X, Charles Xavier reveals his master plan for mutantkind — one that will bring mutants out of humanity's shadow and into the light once more. In POWERS OF X, meanwhile, Tony Stark's visit to a war-torn nation went horribly wrong. When asked to build a weapon, Tony instead constructed a mechanized suit of armor and escaped. Reprinting Iron Man Season One. Julian Totino Tedesco cover. 144 pg. Parental Advisory Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $12.79 [19090292]

Iron Man: Invincible Origins TPB - FC. (Howard Chaykin/Gerald Parel) Billionaire weapons manufacturer Tony Stark visits to a war-torn nation went horribly wrong. When asked to build a weapon, Tony instead constructed a mechanized suit of armor and escaped. Reprinting Iron Man #1-17. Original Sin: X-Men and material from All-New Marvel Now! Point One. 504 pg. Rated T+ Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $31.99 [19090236]

M.O.D.O.K.: HEAD TRIPS TPB - FC. (Stan Lee, Bill Mantlo, Fred Van Lente, Tom Beland, Jeff Parker & Christopher Yost/Jack Kirby, Gene Colan, Gene Colan, Gene Colan, Gene Colan, Gene Colan, Walter Simonson) In the lens of photojournalist Phil Sheldon — is collected in full. Then, Busiek and Rosso reunite for an amazing new epilogue featuring all the new, all-different X-Men in deadly battle against the Sentinels. Plus: A behind-the-scenes look at the creation of the epilogue, sketches, scripts and scores of other bonus features. Collecting Marvels #5-8, Marvels: 25th Tribute Variant and material from Marvels Annotated #1-4. 504 pg. Rated T Scheduled to arrive in Mar. $40.00 [19090304]


SILVER SURFER: BLACK TREASURY EDITION TPB - FC. (Danny Green/Adriano Altavilla) In Guardians Of The Galaxy, the cosmo’s greatest defenders were thrown through a black hole — including the Silver Surfer. With his Power Cosmic fading and the all-consuming darkness descending, will he find a way to come back to these unexplored galaxies? Collecting Silver Surfer: Black #1-11, 50 pg. (X 13) Rated T+ Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $23.99 [19090310]

SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN: LO, THIS MONSTER TPB - FC. (Stan Lee/John Romita Sr.) Marvel’s 80th anniversary we have gathered the greatest array of talent ever to be assembled between two covers. A mystery thread throughout the Marvel Universe — one that began in Marvel Comics #1 and unites a disparate array of heroes and villains throughout the decades. What is the Eternity Mask? Collecting Marvel Comics #1001-1001, plus extras. 128 pg. Rated T+ Scheduled to arrive in Mar. $23.95 [19090238]


FANTASTIC FOUR: GRAND DESIGN TPB - FC. (Tom Scoll & Stan Lee/Tom Scoll & Jack Kirby) In the first of many challenges, witnessed how it all began for Mister Fantastic, the invisible girl, Human Torch, the thing and Reed Richards. Envision the deeds of the greatest heroes and villains throughout the decades. What is the Eternity Mask? Collecting Marvel Comics #1-1001, plus extras. 128 pg. Rated T+ Scheduled to arrive in Mar. $23.95 [19090238]

DEFENDERS EPIC COLLECTION: THE END OF ALL SONGS TPB - FC. (Roy Thomas & Jim Mooney/Mark Evanier & Mark Badger) Volume 9 of the Defenders Epic Collections! All things must come to an end — and the Defenders will fight their way to the finish in epic fashion. Collecting New Defenders #1-3. 224 pg. Parental Advisory Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $12.79 [19090288]

FANTASTIC FOUR: GRAND DESIGN - FC. (Tom Scoll & Stan Lee/Tom Scoll & Jack Kirby) The book that kick-started the entire Marvel Age of Comics — the legendary first appearance of the FF by Stan Lee and Jack Kirby. Collecting Fantastic Four: Grand Design #1-2 and Fantastic Four #1. 120 pg. Parental Advisory Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $23.99 [19090290]
Squirrel Girl
Erica Henderson)
Collecting
the original X-Men — Cyclops, Marvel Girl, Beast, Cockrum, John Byrne & More)
The X-Men's
collective
All-New & All-Different
X-Men: Bronze Age Vol. 2 — Magneto
Triumphant
Premiere
X-Men: Bronze Age Vol. 3 —
The Fate Of The Phoenix
Premiere
X-Men Companion
Premiere
X-Men: Children Of The Atom Box Set
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360 pg. Rated T Scheduled to arrive in
Mar. $40.00

Uncanny X-Men Annual (1973) #10
and
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Tigra, the Were-Woman. Collecting
soon unlocked her full potential — and she became
Creatures
Marvel Team-Up
able:
cover. 496 pg. Rated T Scheduled to arrive in
Dec. $27.99

Marvel Action (Young Readers)
MARVEL ACTION ADVENTURE #1 — (Manning/ Finke)
A.I.M. makes a final attack to destroy
the remaining Avengers resistance. $3.19

Marvel Action Black Panther Book 2:
RISE TOGETHER SC — (Vita Ayala/Arianna Romano)
Collects issues #4-6 of Marvel Action:
Black Panther: Panther Power.Scheduled to arrive in
Jan. $7.99

Marvel Action Classics: Ant-Man —
(Fred Van Lente & Todd Dezago/Matteo Lollis
Donnie Cates)
When scientist Henry Pym learns of a plan to
conquer Earth using emoticons, he recruits an army
of ants. Clayton Hiney cover.49 pg. $3.99

Marvel Action: Spider-Man #12 — (Dawson/ Tinto)
A possible new Spider-Man has hit the scene,
but this one is big, bad, and wreaking havoc all
across the city. $3.19

MARVEL COMICS COLLECTIBLES
AVENGERS INFINITY PB —
B&W. The Avengers journey
into deep space, where they
unite the intergalactic races
against the Builders-deadly
aliens who seek to destroy
the known galaxy. While the
heroes are gone, Thanos sets
his sights on Earth. 368 pg.
$19.99

DS-014SP D-STAGE SERIES PX: A3 INFINITY WAR
THANOS (COMIC VERSION) (6-INCH)
— This stunning Thanos
measures about 6½” tall.$23.99

Marvel Artfx Premier Statue:
BLACK PANTHER — (Shunya
Yamashita) The statue comes
in sophisticated packaging
overflowing with elegant
details, including a marble
inspired motif as well as an
original illustration based on
the figure. Scheduled to arrive in
Mar. $122.40

Marvel Classic Novels:
X-Men Mutant Empire
Omega PB — B&W. Magneto—
the X-Men’s oldest, deadliest
foe has taken over the top-secret
government installation that houses
the Sentinels, powerful mutant-
hunting robots. The X-Men must
fight to keep this deadly technology
out of Magneto’s hands. 628 pg.
$8.79

The unbeatable squirrel girl:
powers of a squirrel GN-TPB
(Erica Henderson)
Collecting
The Unbeatable Squirrel Girl (2015A) #1-8
Guruhiru cover. 184 pg. (Ex 9)
$11.99 $15.99

Uncanny Origins: Myth & Magic GN-TPB —
FC. (Bill Rosemann, Jim Alexander,
Lysa Hawkins, Glenn Herdling,
Len Wein & Bob Budiansky/ Marc
Campos & M.C. Wyman)
Collecting
Uncanny Origins
#1-4, 168 pg. Ages 10 &
Up Scheduled to arrive in
Dec. $10.99

X-Men: Reload
by Chris Claremont
Vol. 2 — HOUSE OF
M TBP — FC. (Chris
Claremont & Tony
Bedard/Alain Davis
Chabot, Billy Tan,
Roger Cruz, Randy Green,
Aaron LoPEP & Clayton
ey)
The Marvel Universe has
been transformed into the
House of M.
Collecting
Uncanny
X-Men (1981) #462-474,
Deck: Decimation: House Of
M — The Day After
Uncanny X-Men Annual
Vol. 1 — FC. (rated)
T Scheduled to arrive in
Dec. $27.99

X-Men: Fallen Angels TPB (NEW PRINTING) —
FC. (Lo Duffy/Kerry Gammil, Marie
Severin & Joe Staton) teen mutants struggling
to survive on their own. Collecting
X-Men (1994) #25-41
67 pg. Rated T
$15.99

X-Men: Summers and Winter TBP —
FC. (Lionel Nadler, Zac Thompson,
Chris Claremont, Ed Brissun,
Chad Bowers, Chris Sims & More/
Neil Edwards, Ramon Rosanas,
Carlos Gomez, Marco Failla & More)
First, in Extermination:
the aftermath, the X-Men mourn their fallen brother,
Cable. But no one takes it harder than his adopted
daughter, Hope Summers. Then, 25 tales of merry
X-Men: The Exterminated.

The unbeatable squirrel girl:
powers of a squirrel GN-TPB
(Erica Henderson)
Collecting
The Unbeatable Squirrel Girl (2015A) #1-8
Guruhiru cover. 184 pg. (Ex 9)
$11.99 $15.99

Uncanny Origins: Myth & Magic GN-TPB —
FC. (Bill Rosemann, Jim Alexander,
Lysa Hawkins, Glenn Herdling,
Len Wein & Bob Budiansky/ Marc
Campos & M.C. Wyman)
Collecting
Uncanny Origins
#1-4, 168 pg. Ages 10 &
Up Scheduled to arrive in
Dec. $10.99
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by Chris Claremont
Vol. 2 — HOUSE OF
M TBP — FC. (Chris
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Bedard/Alain Davis
Chabot, Billy Tan,
Roger Cruz, Randy Green,
Aaron LoPEP & Clayton
ey)
The Marvel Universe has
been transformed into the
House of M.
Collecting
Uncanny
X-Men (1981) #462-474,
Deck: Decimation: House Of
M — The Day After
Uncanny X-Men Annual
Vol. 1 — FC. (rated)
T Scheduled to arrive in
Dec. $27.99

X-Men: Fallen Angels TPB (NEW PRINTING) —
FC. (Lo Duffy/Kerry Gammil, Marie
Severin & Joe Staton) teen mutants struggling
to survive on their own. Collecting
X-Men (1994) #25-41
67 pg. Rated T
$15.99

X-Men: Summers and Winter TBP —
FC. (Lionel Nadler, Zac Thompson,
Chris Claremont, Ed Brissun,
Chad Bowers, Chris Sims & More/
Neil Edwards, Ramon Rosanas,
Carlos Gomez, Marco Failla & More)
First, in Extermination:
the aftermath, the X-Men mourn their fallen brother,
Cable. But no one takes it harder than his adopted
daughter, Hope Summers. Then, 25 tales of merry
X-Men: The Exterminated.

Tony Deznaga, Kerry Gammil & More
Grant Nelson’s encounter with the mystic Cat People
soon unlocked her full potential — and she became
Creatures
Marvel Team-Up
able:
cover. 496 pg. Rated T Scheduled to arrive in
Dec. $27.99

Marvel Action (Young Readers)
MARVEL ACTION ADVENTURE #1 — (Manning/ Finke)
A.I.M. makes a final attack to destroy
the remaining Avengers resistance. $3.19

Marvel Action Black Panther Book 2:
RISE TOGETHER SC — (Vita Ayala/Arianna Romano)
Collects issues #4-6 of Marvel Action:
Black Panther: Panther Power.Scheduled to arrive in
Jan. $7.99

Marvel Action Classics: Ant-Man —
(Fred Van Lente & Todd Dezago/Matteo Lollis
Donnie Cates)
When scientist Henry Pym learns of a plan to
conquer Earth using emoticons, he recruits an army
of ants. Clayton Hiney cover.49 pg. $3.99

Marvel Action: Spider-Man #12 — (Dawson/ Tinto)
A possible new Spider-Man has hit the scene,
but this one is big, bad, and wreaking havoc all
across the city. $3.19

Marvel Artfx Premier Statue:
BLACK PANTHER — (Shunya
Yamashita) The statue comes
in sophisticated packaging
overflowing with elegant
details, including a marble
inspired motif as well as an
original illustration based on
the figure. Scheduled to arrive in
Mar. $122.40

Marvel Classic Novels:
X-Men Mutant Empire
Omega PB — B&W. Magneto—
the X-Men’s oldest, deadliest
foe has taken over the top-secret
government installation that houses
the Sentinels, powerful mutant-
hunting robots. The X-Men must
fight to keep this deadly technology
out of Magneto’s hands. 628 pg.
$8.79

The unbeatable squirrel girl:
powers of a squirrel GN-TPB
(Erica Henderson)
Collecting
The Unbeatable Squirrel Girl (2015A) #1-8
Guruhiru cover. 184 pg. (Ex 9)
$11.99 $15.99

Uncanny Origins: Myth & Magic GN-TPB —
FC. (Bill Rosemann, Jim Alexander,
Lysa Hawkins, Glenn Herdling,
Len Wein & Bob Budiansky/ Marc
Campos & M.C. Wyman)
Collecting
Uncanny Origins
#1-4, 168 pg. Ages 10 &
Up Scheduled to arrive in
Dec. $10.99

X-Men: Reload
by Chris Claremont
Vol. 2 — HOUSE OF
M TBP — FC. (Chris
Claremont & Tony
Bedard/Alain Davis
Chabot, Billy Tan,
Roger Cruz, Randy Green,
Aaron LoPEP & Clayton
ey)
The Marvel Universe has
been transformed into the
House of M.
Collecting
Uncanny
X-Men (1981) #462-474,
Deck: Decimation: House Of
M — The Day After
Uncanny X-Men Annual
Vol. 1 — FC. (rated)
T Scheduled to arrive in
Dec. $27.99

X-Men: Fallen Angels TPB (NEW PRINTING) —
FC. (Lo Duffy/Kerry Gammil, Marie
Severin & Joe Staton) teen mutants struggling
to survive on their own. Collecting
X-Men (1994) #25-41
67 pg. Rated T
$15.99

X-Men: Summers and Winter TBP —
FC. (Lionel Nadler, Zac Thompson,
Chris Claremont, Ed Brissun,
Chad Bowers, Chris Sims & More/
Neil Edwards, Ramon Rosanas,
Carlos Gomez, Marco Failla & More)
First, in Extermination:
the aftermath, the X-Men mourn their fallen brother,
Cable. But no one takes it harder than his adopted
daughter, Hope Summers. Then, 25 tales of merry
X-Men: The Exterminated.
**DC COMICS SET (43) [SEP19]** - This set contains the following 43 titles at an extra reduced price: Batman #83; Batman Beyond #38; Batman Giant #2; Batman vs Ra's Al Ghul #4; Batman: Universe #5; Batman: White Knight Presents - Von Freeze #1; Batman's Grave #2; Birds of Prey #2; Crisis on Infinite Earths Giant #1; DC War Giant #1; Detective Comics #1016; Dial H for Hero #9; Event Leviathan #6; Flash #63; Flash Forward #3; Freedom Fighters #1; gen:Lock #1; Gotham City Monsters #3; Green Lantern: Blackstars #1; Harley Quinn & Poison Ivy #3; He Man and the Masters of the Multiverse #1; Infected: King Shazam! #1; Infected: Scarab #1; Inferior Five #3; Justice League #36; Legion of Super-Heroes #1; Lois Lane #5; Looney Tunes #232; Mad Magazine #11; Martian Manhunter #10; Metal Men #2; RWBY #2; Superman: Up in the Sky #5; Superman's Pal Jimmy Olsen #5; Swamp Thing Giant #2; Tales from the Dark Multiverse: Blackest Night #1; Tales from the Dark Multiverse: Infinite Crisis #1; Titans: Burning Rage #4; Wonder Twins #3; Wonder Woman #83; Wonder Woman Giant #2; Wonder Woman: Come Back to Me #5; and Young Justice #10. $112.37 [S1909005]

**SUPERMAN SET (3) [SEP19]** - This set contains the following 3 titles at an extra reduced price: Lois Lane #5; Superman: Up in the Sky #5; and Superman's Pal Jimmy Olsen #5. $7.77 [S1909007]

**BATMAN SET (9) [SEP19]** - This set contains the following 9 titles at an extra reduced price: Batman #83; Batman Beyond #38; Batman Giant #2; Batman vs Ra's Al Ghul #4; Batman: Universe #5; Batman: White Knight Presents - Von Freeze #1; Batman’s Grave #2; Detective Comics #1016; and Harley Quinn & Poison Ivy #3. $23.91 [S1909006]

**BATMAN #83** - (King/Janin) It’s chapter nine of City of Bane. Thomas Wayne has joined forces with Bane, and that alliance threatens to throw a monkey wrench into Batman’s plans. And as Bane’s evil army begins to crumble, the Caped Crusader must face the real force behind it all. $3.19 [19090410] Francesco Mattina Card Stock cover $3.99 [19090411]
BATS SIGNALS #5 - [of 6] (Morlend/Cassaday) A man named Jason is murdered, and the Batman is in his head—and he knows what’s happened. All he has to do now is survive his own写了设计。$3.19 [1909026] (each)

DETECTIVE COMICS #1016 - [of 3] (Grant Morrison / Yanick Paquette) Defeating her now-engaged husband, Mr. Freeze, isn’t enough to sate Nora Fries’s bloodlust as she usurps his frozen throne, establishing herself as the first ice queen of Gotham. $3.19 [1909036] Kaare Andrews Card Stock cover $3.99 [1909045] (each)

DIAL H FOR HERO #9 - [of 12] (Tim Seeley / Andy Kubert) The team may have bested the defenses of the Nazi stronghold of Cheyenne Mountain, but now our heroes must face off against the most sinister and stealing its power. Now it’s up to Billy to be a super hero. Now it’s up to Billy to be a super hero. Now it’s up to Billy to be... But Billy is about to have a run-in with the most dangerous serial killer in existence, and the Man of Steel who wants Billy to be... The Batman Who Laughs always gets what he wants. $3.19 [1909047]

THE INFECTED: KING SHAZAM! #1 - [of 6] (Sina Grace / Joe Quinones) Billy Batson is a good kid. But Billy is about to have a run-in with the most dangerous serial killer in existence, and the Man of Steel who wants Billy to be... The Batman Who Laughs always gets what he wants. $3.19 [1909047]

THE INFECTED: SCARAB #1 - [of 6] (Dennis Hopeless / Freddie E. Williams III) When Jaime Reyes is in trouble, a powerful scarab transforms him into a super hero. Now the most sinister evil this or any other world has ever been seen has his sights set on turning Jaime into darkness... and the Batman Who Laughs always gets what he wants. One-shot. David Marquez cover. $3.19 [1909048]
controversial plays, he might not have a legend. LeFoghorn Leghorn. Notorious for his Backup story art by Jeff Lemire. $3.19 [19090449]

they're a team get a superhero from the '80s to Giffen & Delecki) The kids who don't know inFerior FiVe #3 - [of 12] (Giffen & Lemire/


InFERIOR FIVE #3 - [of 12] (Giffen & Lemie/Riff & Delecki) The kids who don't know they're a team get a superhero from the '80s to come to their aid. It's the Tasmanian Devil... and he's pitted against someone or something that looks an awful lot like a giant starfish. Plus, the Peacemaker's back in action against the KGBeast. Backup story art by Jeff Lemire. $3.19 [19090449]

LOIS LANE #5 - [of 12] (Rucka/Perkins) As Lois delves deeper into a mystery whose answers could shake the entire DC Universe to its core, the Question hunts the people responsible for an attempt on the famed reporter's life. [19090456] Mirka Andolfo cover [19090451] $3.19 (each)

INFERIORS TUNES #252 - (Gross) Meet basketball legend LaFegharn Loughran. Notorious for his controversial plays, he might not have a championship ring but every time you’re watching a game and the refs blow a penalty whistle, you might just have him to thank. $2.39 [19090458]

WONDER WOMAN #3 - (Orlando/Marino) On the cusp of a new beginning, Wonder Woman must forge a fast alliance with a wild Amazon warrior from her past to halt The Cheetah’s malicious massacre. Vikor Kalvachev cover. [19090475] Jenny Frison cover. [19090476] $3.19 (each)

WONDER WOMAN GIANT #2 - Includes 24 pages of new stories plus classic reprints. 96 pg. $3.99 [19090477] $3.99 (each)

SUPERGIRL ANNUAL #2 - (Venditti/Braga) What was Supergirl’s last day on Krypton like? Before her entire world came crumbling down, did she get to say goodbye to her loved ones? Take a deep dive into Supergirl’s darkest regrets and desires as the Batman Who Laughs infection takes over her core memories. Vikor Bogdanovic & Jonathan Glapion cover. 48 pg. $3.99 [19090466]

SUPERMAN: UP IN THE SKY #5 - [of 6] (King/ Kubert & Hope) Darkseid offers to help Superman in his quest to rescue the Earth girl Alice—but that help comes at a cost. Originally published in Superman Giant #12 and #13. $3.99 [19090467]

SUPERMAN’S PAL JIMMY DOLSEN #5 - [of 12] (Fraction/Lieber) Jingle’s sells, Batman smashes, a prank war goes astray, A Batmobile lost a wheel (literally). ‘Cause Jimmy stole it from the valet. [19090468] Ben Oliver cover [19090469] $3.19 (each) See the Superman Set for art.

Tales from the Dark Multiverse: Plastic Lanterns [of 6] (Giffen & Lemire/Johns) DC’s Multiverse... but it all started with Ted Kord, the Blue Beetle. But...things happened differently in the Dark Multiverse. Not only does Blue Beetle survive—but every time you’re watching a game and the refs blow a penalty whistle, you might just have him to thank. $2.39 [19090458]

DC DOLLAR COMICS: BLACKEST NIGHT #1 - (Geoff Johns/Ian Reis & Philip Hester) Reprinting the first issue of the bone-chilling mini-series. $0.80 [19090481]

DC DOLLAR COMICS: FLASHPOINT #1 - (Geoff Johns/Andy Kubert & Sandra Hope) Reprinting the first issue of the reality-twisting mini-series. $0.80 [19090482]

DC DOLLAR COMICS: INFINITE CRISIS #1 - (Geoff Johns/Phil Jimenez & Andy Lanning) Reprinting the first issue of the universe-shattering mini-series. Jim Lee & Sandra Hope cover. $0.80 [19090483]

DC DOLLAR COMICS: LUTHOR #1 - (Brian Azzarello/Lee Bermejo) Reprinting the first issue of the Lex Luthor: Man of Steel #1. $0.80 [19090484]

DC BLACK LABEL ABSOLUTE SWAMP THING BY ALAN MOORE VOL. 2 HC. (Alan Moore/Stephen Bissette, Rick Veitch, John Totleben & Stan Woch) Collecting issues #35-50 of Alan Moore’s seminal Swamp Thing run in oversize Absolute format, this volume brims with horrors including underwater vampires, a werewolf with an unusual curse—and the debut of John Constantine. 424 pg. (8.25x10.625) Scheduled to arrive in Jun. $79.99 [19090485]

BasketHead of Heads #2 - [of 9] (Hill/McDaid) Hunted to the point of exhaustion, June Branch struggles to outwit and outfight the handsome predator coming after her. She's armed with a .44 and a secret agenda; she's got a thousand-year-old Viking relic and no way to escape. Fears escalate and a full moon rises over the HMS Havoc in chapter three of the Sea Dogs backup tale by Joe Hill and Dan McDaid. Reiko Murakami cover. $3.19 [19090486] Clayton Crain Card Stock cover $3.99 [19090487]
DC GRAPHIC NOVELS FOR KIDS

AMETHYST HC - FC (Kelly Sue Deconnick; Robson Rocha & Viktor Bogdanovic) Arthur Curry discovers more of his true nature and his connection to the seas. Once he regains his memories and uncovers the shocking truth of how he lost them, which home he will return to—the land or the sea? Collects Aquaman #58-59 and Annual #2. 218 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $14.39 (19090516)

AQUAMAN VOL. 2: ANTHOLOGY (see text at top of page) #2 - FC

DIANA, PRINCESS OF THE AMAZONS TPB - FC. (Shannon Hale & Dean Hale/ Victoria Ying) Eleven-year-old Diana leads an idyllic life on the island of Themyscira. Cut off from the rest of the world, she's beginning to feel a little alone. Though she has a loving mother and many “aunties,” she is an only child. In fact, she's the only child on the entire island. After an escape goes wrong, Diana gets in trouble for not living up to the Amazonian standard. What Diana needs is a friend, someone her own age whom she can talk to. 144 pg. (5.5x8) Sienkiewicz) For years, Vic Sage has worn the faceless mask of the Question to clean up the universe has other plans for him. Tiffany Turrill cover. $7.99 (19090512)

DIANA, PRINCESS OF THE AMAZONS TPB - FC. (Shannon Hale & Dean Hale/Victoria Ying) Eleven-year-old Diana leads an idyllic life on the island of Themyscira. Cut off from the rest of the world, she’s beginning to feel a little alone. Though she has a loving mother and many “aunties,” she is an only child. In fact, she’s the only child on the entire island. After an escape goes wrong, Diana gets in trouble for not living up to the Amazonian standard. What Diana needs is a friend, someone her own age whom she can talk to. 144 pg. (5.5x8) Sienkiewicz) For years, Vic Sage has worn the faceless mask of the Question to clean up the universe has other plans for him. Tiffany Turrill cover. $7.99 (19090512)

THE QUESTION: THE DEATHS OF VIC SAGE #1 - (Jeff Lemire/Denys Cowan & Bill Sienkiewicz) For years, Vic Sage has worn the faceless mask of the Question to clean up the streets of Hub City by sheer force of will. But what happens when he is drawn into a conspiracy that reaches from the heights of Hub City power to his underground tunnels? Prestige Format. 48 pg. (8.5x10.875) [19090510] Jeff Lemire cover [19090511] $5.59 (each)

DOOM PATROL WEIGHT OF THE WORLDS #5 - (Clayton & Conrad/Cooman) Clark is a comic book fan just like you, and his favorite title is Doom Patrol. But Clark’s fandom is put to the test when he literally falls into the reality of the world's weirdest superheroes. $3.19 (19090496)

THE QUESTION: THE DEATHS OF VIC SAGE #1 - (Jeff Lemire/Denys Cowan & Bill Sienkiewicz) For years, Vic Sage has worn the faceless mask of the Question to clean up the streets of Hub City by sheer force of will. But what happens when he is drawn into a conspiracy that reaches from the heights of Hub City power to his underground tunnels? Prestige Format. 48 pg. (8.5x10.875) [19090510] Jeff Lemire cover [19090511] $5.59 (each)

AMETHYST HC - FC (Kelly Sue Deconnick; Robson Rocha & Viktor Bogdanovic) Arthur Curry discovers more of his true nature and his connection to the seas. Once he regains his memories and uncovers the shocking truth of how he lost them, which home he will return to—the land or the sea? Collects Aquaman #58-59 and Annual #2. 218 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $23.99 (19090516)

AQUAMAN VOL. 2: ANTHOLOGY (see text at top of page) #2 - FC

DIANA, PRINCESS OF THE AMAZONS TPB - FC. (Shannon Hale & Dean Hale/victoria Ying) Eleven-year-old Diana leads an idyllic life on the island of Themyscira. Cut off from the rest of the world, she's beginning to feel a little alone. Though she has a loving mother and many “aunties,” she is an only child. In fact, she's the only child on the entire island. After an escape goes wrong, Diana gets in trouble for not living up to the Amazonian standard. What Diana needs is a friend, someone her own age whom she can talk to. 144 pg. (5.5x8) scheduled to arrive in Jan. $13.59 (19090514)

AQUAMAN VOL. 1: UNSPOKEN WATER TPB - FC. (Kelly Sue Deconnick; Robson Rocha & Daniel Henriques) In the wake of Drowned Earth, an amnesiac Arthur Curry washes ashore on a remote island and ends up being cared for by a young woman named Caille, who's just a little too curious for comfort. Collects Aquaman #42-47, 152 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $14.39 (19090515)

THE LOUDEST CHILD: MISSION #5 - FC. (McGough/Robson Rocha) In the shadow of a massive nuclear explosion, baby Caleb is the only survivor. With nothing left to lose, he sets out to confront his town’s leaders. But Caleb has only one opportunity to get his message across before his memory fades and he returns to the grave. 24 pg. (5x7.5) $3.59 (each)

AQUAMAN VOL. 2: ANTHOLOGY HC - FC (Kelly Sue Deconnick; Robson Rocha & Viktor Bogdanovic) Arthur Curry discovers more of his true nature and his connection to the seas. Once he regains his memories and uncovers the shocking truth of how he lost them, which home he will return to—the land or the sea? Collects Aquaman #58-59 and Annual #2. 218 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $23.99 (19090516)

BATMAN: LAST KNIGHT ON EARTH #3 - (N.K. Jemisin/Jamal Campbell) For the past six months, a newly chosen Green Lantern Sojourner “Ja” Mulllein has been protecting the City Enduring, a massive metropolis of 20 billion people. The city has maintained peace for over 500 years by stripping its citizens of their ability to feel. As violent, violent crime is virtually unheard of, and murder is nonexistent. But that’s all about to change. [19090498] Shawn Martinbrough cover [19090499] Jamie McKelvie cover [19090503] $3.19 (each)

THE QUESTION: THE DEATHS OF VIC SAGE #1 - (Jeff Lemire/Denys Cowan & Bill Sienkiewicz) For years, Vic Sage has worn the faceless mask of the Question to clean up the streets of Hub City by sheer force of will. But what happens when he is drawn into a conspiracy that reaches from the heights of Hub City power to his underground tunnels? Prestige Format. 48 pg. (8.5x10.875) [19090510] Jeff Lemire cover [19090511] $5.59 (each)

DC COLLECTED EDITIONS &NBS

AQUAMAN VOL. 1: UNSPOKEN WATER TPB - FC. (Kelly Sue Deconnick; Robson Rocha & Daniel Henriques) In the wake of Drowned Earth, an amnesiac Arthur Curry washes ashore on a remote island and ends up being cared for by a young woman named Caille, who’s just a little too curious for comfort. Collects Aquaman #42-47, 152 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $14.39 (19090515)

AQUAMAN VOL. 2: ANTHOLOGY HC - FC (Kelly Sue Deconnick; Robson Rocha & Viktor Bogdanovic) Arthur Curry discovers more of his true nature and his connection to the seas. Once he regains his memories and uncovers the shocking truth of how he lost them, which home he will return to—the land or the sea? Collects Aquaman #58-59 and Annual #2. 218 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $23.99 (19090516)

BATGIRL VOL. 6: OLD ENEMIES TPB - FC (Mairghread Scott/Paul Pelletier, Elena Casagrande & Scott Godlewski) Barbara Gordon volunteers for an up-and-coming reformer candidate who wants to take on the GCPD. That puts Barbara in a tough spot against her father—police commissioner James Gordon. Collects Batgirl #30-36. Emanuela Lupacchino cover. 189 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $13.59 (19090517)
BLACKHAWK: BLOOD & IRON HC - FC. (Howard Chaykin, Martin Fako & Mike Grei) Howard Chaykin, Grant Miehm, Rick Burchett & Others Polish pilot Janos Prohaska—better known as Blackhawk—is on American soil and in trouble. Accused of Communist leanings, he stumbles across a plot to overthrow the U.S. government and bomb New York City concocted by former Nazis out for revenge. Collects Blackhawk: Blood & Iron #1-3, plus stories from Action Comics Weekly #601-608, #615-622, and #628-635 and Secret Origins #45. 384 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $39.99 [19090520]

DC POSTER PORTFOLIO JOSHUA MIDDLETON TPB FC. (Joshua Middleton) Printed on heavy card stock at a big 2.5 by 16 inches, the pages of the Poster Portfolios are easily pulled out and are suitable for framing. 42 pg. [11x16] Scheduled to arrive in Feb. $19.99 [19090621]

JUSTICE LEAGUE by SCOTT SNYDER DELUXE EDITION BOOK ONE HC - FC. (Scott Snyder & Greg Capullo) Jim Cheung, Jorge Jimenez, Doug Mahnke, Mikel Janin, Francis Manapul, Bruno Redondo, Keith Giffen, Mike McKone and more. Justice League is reunited in these stories from issues #1-13. Justice League/Aquaman: Drowned Earth #1 and Aquaman/Justice League: Drowned Earth #1. The League is forced to make an impossible decision...and now it's time to face the consequences. 408 pg. (7x10.8) Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $31.99 [19090530]

MISTER MIRACLE by STEVE ENGLEHART and STEVE GERBER HC. (Steve Englehart, Steve Gerber & Bob Haney/Marshall Rogers, Michael Golden, Jim Aparo, Rich Buckler & Others) Mister Miracle returns after a three-year absence, but so do the villains of Apokolips, and Scott Free attempts to escape something no one has been able to: death. Collects Mister Miracle #19-25, The Brave and the Bold #128 & #138, and DC Comics Presents #216. 256 pg. MT. Scheduled to arrive in Feb. $31.99 [19090531]

PROMETHEA DELUXE EDITION BOOK TWO HC. (Alan Moore/J. H. Williams II and others) Promethea and Barbara travel through the many realms of heaven and hell, visiting manifestations of great visions and visionsaries. Meanwhile, back on Earth, Stacia is in the midst of a Promethea-inspired political string of power plays to become the queen of New York while Promethea is away. Complete with character sketches, variant covers, and other bonus material. Collects issues #12-24. 344 pg. (7x10.8) Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $31.99 [19090532]

SWAMP THING: THE BRONZE AGE TPV 2 HC. (Brian Mike Bendis/ Michael Gaydos) Following the tragedy of her mother's death, Pearl tattooed her albino skin with an elaborate full-body tattoo you can see when she is flushed with excitement—or rage. Now Pearl has learned the truth behind her family, her clan, and her upbringing, all of which sends her heading to Tokyo to face her legacy head-on. Collects Promethea #1-17, 176 pg. MT. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $31.99 [19090538]
DC COMICS

DC COMICS COLLECTIBLES

WM ARMS T-SHIRT: BIKER CHIC - Black and White - $18.99 [19090608]

DC COMICS

DC COMICS: BISHOUJO STATUE - SHAZAM FAMILY - MARY - Based on a stylized rendering by Bishoujo illustrator Shunya Yamashita. Scheduled to arrive in Feb. $87.80 [AC0000956]

DC COMICS: BISHOUJO - WAVE 10

DC COMICS: BISHOUJO STATUE: BLACK MANTA - 9-inch sculpture features detailed sculpting by Rocco Tartamella based on a design by Mark Wrog. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $39.99 [19090549]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES HITCH PLUG: SUPERMAN 300 PG. (7x10.8) Scheduled to arrive in May. $79.99 [19090542]


DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Choose from Batman Villains [19090560] or Retro Batman [19090561] decks. $4.79

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Batgirl [19090562]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Superwoman [19090563]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Wonder Woman [19090564]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Green Lantern [19090565]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Flash [19090566]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Justice League [19090567]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Superman [19090568]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Aquaman [19090569]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Martian Manhunter [19090570]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Shazam [19090571]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Black Adam [19090572]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Black Canary [19090573]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: The Joker [19090574]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Green Arrow [19090575]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Green Lantern [19090576]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Black Power [19090577]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Red Son [19090578]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Robin [19090579]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: The Flash [19090580]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Green Lantern [19090581]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: The Joker [19090582]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Black Adam [19090583]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Black Canary [19090584]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: The Joker [19090585]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Black Power [19090586]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Red Son [19090587]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Robin [19090588]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: The Flash [19090589]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Green Lantern [19090590]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Black Power [19090591]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Red Son [19090592]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Robin [19090593]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: The Flash [19090594]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Green Lantern [19090595]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Black Power [19090596]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Red Son [19090597]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Robin [19090598]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: The Flash [19090599]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Green Lantern [19090600]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Black Power [19090601]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Red Son [19090602]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Robin [19090603]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: The Flash [19090604]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Green Lantern [19090605]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Black Power [19090606]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Red Son [19090607]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Robin [19090608]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: The Flash [19090609]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Green Lantern [19090610]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Black Power [19090611]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Red Son [19090612]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Robin [19090613]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: The Flash [19090614]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Green Lantern [19090615]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Black Power [19090616]

DC COMICS: DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS: Red Son [19090617]
BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER SEASON 11 LIBRARY VOL. 01
HC - FC. (Christos Gage & Nicholas Brendon/Rebecah Issacs & Various) Buffy and the Scoobies weren’t ready for this. When a tsunami and an enormous dragon devastate San Francisco, folks connected to the supernatural are blamed for causing the catastrophe and soon have restrictions placed on them in the name of safety. Collects Buffy the Vampire Slayer Season 11:1, along with bonus material. Scott Fischer cover. 304 pg. (8x12) Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $23.99 [19090578]

FOLFOLKS #1 - [of 5] (Matt Kindt/Matt Smith) In Ansal’s world of monsters and magic he’s haunted by visions of his world with tailored suits and modern technology. Ansel embarks on a Quest to find the mysterious Folfolks, hoping to explain these visions...but looking for the Folfolks is punishable by death. Matt Smith cover [19090580] Duncan Fegredo cover [19090581] $3.19 (each)

HEARTBEAT #1 - [of 5] (Maria Llovet) Eva, a high school outcast, finds herself witness to a horrible secret: the most popular boy in school enjoys the taste of blood and will kill to get his hands on it. Horrified she lets herself be pulled into world. MT. $3.19 [19090582]

ARCHAIA

MAGICIANS #1 - [of 5] (Ullich Sturges & Lev Grossman/Pius Bak) Long after Quentin Coldwater has graduated from Brakebills, Dean Fogg welcomes the first class in Brakebills history to include hedge magicians, who are known for being dangerous practitioners of unsanctioned magic. As these two student bodies clash to prove their superiority, everyone at Brakebills is forced to take a side. MT. $3.19 [19090583]

GHOSTED IN L.A. VOL. 01 (DISCOVER NOW EDITION) - FC. (Sima Grace/Siobhan Keenan) Rycroft Manor may be old. It may be abandoned. But Daphne Walters doesn’t care about any of that...it has a pool and the rent is free. New to LA, coming off of a bad breakup and having a pretty terrible week, Daphne might need to crash on this haunted couch for a while, but having undead roommates might be more than she bargained for. 96 pg. (7x10) $11.99 [19090599]

BLACK HAMMER

BLACK HAMMER/JUSTICE LEAGUE - [of 5] (Lemire/Walsh) Colonel Weird and the Green Lantern must convince the Black Hammer crew to go back to their own dimension B to save the multiverse—which means giving up more than some may be willing to give. Michael Walsh cover [19090600] Matt Kindt cover Crystal cover [19090601] Sandy Jarrell cover [19090602] Terry Dodson cover [19090603] $3.19 (each)

BLACK HAMMER 3 FOR $1 - [Jeff Lemire/Willfredo Torres & David Rubin] This three-in-one anthology features the first issues of the original Black Hammer run, Sherlock Frankenstein, and Quantum Age, collected together in a discount package. $80 [19090611]

CRONE #1 - [of 5] (Dennis Culver/Justin Greenwood) The Sword Saviour and Champion of Men once known as Bloody Bliss is now nothing more than a reclusive old Crone. Does she have the strength to answer the call for one last adventure? $3.19 [19090614]

DISNEY FROZEN: TRUE TREASURE #1 - [of 3] (Joe Caramagna/Studio Kawai & Edward Porridov) During a tribute to beloved King Agnarr and Queen Iduna of Arendelle, Elsa and Anna stumble upon some old boxes of their parents’ belongings. What they find inside sparks one of their youngest childhood memories. Studio Kawaii cover [19090617] Tommaso Renieri cover [19090618] $3.19 (each)


ALIENS: RESCUE SC - FC. (Brian Wood/ Kieran McKeown & JL Strat) Colonial Marines are the elite military fighters of the future. One hero has the chance to fight alongside Amanda Ripley and Zula Hendricks, who saved him from Xenomorphs so long ago. Collects the four-issue miniseries. Rafael de Latorre cover. 96 pg. (7x10) Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $14.99 [19090636]

DARK HORSE COMICS

NEIL GAIMAN

AMERICAN GODS: MOMENT OF STORM #7 (Gaiman/Russell & Various) Confronted by revelations about his past and future and determined to put a stop to the upcoming divine bloodbath, Shadow puts himself at the center of the battle. Glenn Fabry cover. MT. $3.19 [19090627]

WITCHFINDER: REIGN OF DARKNESS #1 - [of 5] (Mike Mignola & Chris Roberson/Christopher Mitten) Sir Edward Grey takes on London’s most famous serial killer: But he’s the only one who thinks Jack the Ripper’s murders have an occult purpose. $3.19 [19090635]


WHAT’S MICHAEL? Volumes 1 to 6. 520 pg. (6x9) Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $15.99 [19090643]

WITCHER OMNIBUS VOL. 01 SC - FC. (Aleskandra Motyka/Marianna Stychowska) Featuring story art by Joe Querio, Piotr Kowalski, and Max Bertolini, with a bonus sketchbook section. Collects issues #1-5 of the Witcher comic series House of Glass, Fox Children, Curse of Coxos, and the Killing Monsters one-shot. 440 pg. (7x10) $19.99 [19090644]

BOOM! BOX

B BB FREE #1 - [of 12] (Gabby Rivera/Royal Dunlap) b.b. free broadcasts her underground radio show from her remote swamp community, and she has no idea she’s actually the chosen one. It’s been over a hundred years since the Plague That Ate Greed wiped out half the population, and it’s the only world that b.b. has ever known. But when b.b. rebels against her overbearing father, she realizes that everything she believes in could be a lie. Royal Dunlap cover [19090595] Bustos cover [19090596] $3.19 (each)

BOOM! STUDIOS

ALIENS: RESCUE SC - FC. (Brian Wood/ Kieran McKeown & JL Strat) Colonial Marines are the elite military fighters of the future. One hero has the chance to fight alongside Amanda Ripley and Zula Hendricks, who saved him from Xenomorphs so long ago. Collects the four-issue miniseries. Rafael de Latorre cover. 96 pg. (7x10) Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $14.99 [19090636]
ITEMS SCHEDULED TO SHIP BEGINNING IN NOVEMBER 2019

DYNAMITE

VAMPIRElla #5 - (Preist/Gunduz) Seduction of The Innocent continues. Following her mother Lilith’s advice, Vampirella chooses to end her loneliness by engaging in community, connecting with friends, building a new career, and creating roots within her adopted world— which invites inevitable consequences. Cosplay cover. $3.19 [19090665]

JAMES BOND: FELIX LEITER SC - FC. (James Robinson/Aaron Campbell) Felix Leiter finds himself in Japan, tracking down a beautiful, Russian spy from his past. But when the mission takes a turn for the worse, he will discover that there are more deadly schemes afoot. Mike Perkins cover. 152 pg. (7x10) $15.99 [19090665]

KISS: THE END SC - FC. (Amu Chu/Edu Menna) When a young man finds himself on the wrong side of life, he encounters Death itself and is set on a quest to seek out his errant demon offspring in an attempt to make his way back to the world of the living. But there is much peril on the way and the only ones who can help him are KISS. Stuart Sayger cover. 144 pg. (7x10) $15.99 [19090666]

SPECIAL OFFER: Brian Wood’s first prints from the Humans vs. Aliens Saga will be back in print in this Omnibus. Includes the first 3 primary miniseries plus a new special feature story, taking the saga all the way to the present day!

BETTIE PAGE: UNBOUND #8 - (Tim Seeley/Colak) Bettie Page finds herself face-to-face with... himself? Genndy Tartakovsky cover. 100 pg. $6.39 [19090686]

MADAME SUGAR PLUM EOE SC - FC. (Scott Snyder/Art by various) The women of the east coast gather for Christmas in a cabin in the far North Woods of Wisconsin. But a bickering nuclear family-Woods of Wisconsin. But a bickering nuclear family-Crow: Hark The Herald! (Tim Seeley/Meredith Laxton) Every year, a group of six people gather for Christmas in a cabin in the far North Woods of Wisconsin. But this isn’t your average bickering nuclear family—these are six of the most prolific killers in North America. Now, last year’s sins have risen from the grave, ready to deliver the gift of revenge. 36 pg. $9.99 [19090675]

ROAD OF BONES SC - FC. (John Lees/Rich Douek) In 1953, the Siberian Gulag of Kolyma is hell on Earth—which is why Roman Morozov leaps at the chance to escape it. But even if they make it out, Roman and his fellow escapees still have hundreds of miles of frozen tundra between them and freedom. 128 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $14.99 [19090688]

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES #100 - (Waltz & Eastman/Wachter) Things have never been worse for the TMNT and their allies, but there’s still one desperate gambit to try if the family can come together in time. 48 pg. Dave Wachter cover [19090695] Kevin Eastman cover [19090696] $6.39 (each)

GLOW VS. THE BABYFACE #1 - (Aimee Garcia & AJ Mendez/Hannah Temple) The women of GLOW are preparing for an all-new sort of foe... a news anchor. As they learn the art of the promo to convince the media that GLOW isn’t a bad influence on children, they discover a much bigger problem. Veronica Fish cover [19090689] Nicole Goux cover [19090681] $3.19 (each)

GLOW VS. THE BABYFACE #2 - (Aimee Garcia & AJ Mendez/Hannah Temple) The women of GLOW are preparing for an all-new sort of foe... a news anchor. As they learn the art of the promo to convince the media that GLOW isn’t a bad influence on children, they discover a much bigger problem. Veronica Fish cover [19090689] Nicole Goux cover [19090681] $3.19 (each)

GLOW VS. THE BABYFACE #3 - (Aimee Garcia & AJ Mendez/Hannah Temple) The women of GLOW are preparing for an all-new sort of foe... a news anchor. As they learn the art of the promo to convince the media that GLOW isn’t a bad influence on children, they discover a much bigger problem. Veronica Fish cover [19090689] Nicole Goux cover [19090681] $3.19 (each)

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: INFERNAL TIDES #1 - (Jim Zub/Max Dunbar) Minsc and his allies, but there’s still one desperate gambit to try if the family can come together in time. 48 pg. Dave Wachter cover [19090695] Kevin Eastman cover [19090696] $6.39 (each)

BETTIE PAGE: UNBOUND #1 - (Avallone/Julius Ohta) The ultimate conspiracy against America has gone deeper than anyone could have possibly imagined. Is there anyone who can uncover the truth in time? Photo cover. $3.19 [19090646]

VAMPIRA:LE #5 - (Akiyoshi & Maria) As humanity raises their hands to worship the monstrous demons of hell, the world is turned upside down. But there is one demon in particular that is ready to deliver the gift of revenge. 36 pg. [19090646]

SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN SC - FC. (Christopher Hastings/Hahn) It’s the 1970s. Things are going great for Steve Austin (used to be an astronaut, now has robo-parts & a laser eye) heads to Japan to help Secret Agent Niko Abe stop a madman with missiles. Steve figures, no sweat. But then... sweat. How’s Steve going to complete his mission, when his fancy $5,000,000 body starts (drastically) depreciating in value? Mark Wheat cover. 120 pg. (7x10) $15.99 [19090671]

DYNAMITE COLLECTABLE

BOYS COLLECTIBLE HOMELANDER TWO DOLLAR BILL - FC. Dynamite’s bringing a piece of the thankfully-fictional super-universe into our own reality with the Collectible Homelander $2 Bill. Created using a revolutionary, high-definition coloring process, this $2 bill is authentic, U.S. Legal Tender. MT. $20.00 [19090672]

BRITISH ICE GN SC - FC. Working for the British High Commission, Harrison Fleet is posted to a remote arctic island which is still, inexplicably, under British rule. As he struggles to understand why, and what interests he is protecting, Harrison learns just how much of the land and its community lies in the shadow cast by the outpost’s founder. 128 pg. (7x9 ¼) Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $11.99 [19090704]

IDW - STAR WARS

STAR WARS ADVENTURES OMNIBUS VOL 01 SC - FC. (Landry Quinn Walker & Cavan Scott/ Daron Cruikshank/Various) For fans of all ages with a mix of old and new characters, Star Wars Adventures will appeal to Jedi everywhere, Master and Padawan alike. Collects issues #0-8, 10, 11, the 2018 Free Comic Book Day issue, and the 2018 Annual. Tim Levins cover. 80 pg. (8x9) Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $23.99 [19090707]

IDW DISNEY COMICS

MICKEY AND DONALD: CHRISTMAS PARADE 2019 - (Vito Stabile & Marco Mazzarello & Various) It’s the holiday season, and what better way to celebrate love, joy, and the whole family than with eight moments brand new to the U.S. Giorgio Cavazzano cover. 72 pg. (6x9) $5.59 [19090709]

MUTANT MUSINGS: RAGNAROK JAM POSTER (SIGNED) - FC. (Stan Sakai & Walter Simonson) Stan Sakai & Walter Simonson’s connecting jam cover was just too good to not make into a poster. (24x18) $21.00 [19090703]

MAY THE 4TH BE WITH YOU

STAR TREK: YEAR FIVE VOL. 01 ODYSSEYS END SC - FC. (Jackson Lanzing & Variuos/ Steve Thompson & Various) Step aboard the Enterprise with Kirk, Spock, Bones, Uhura, Sulu, Scotty, and Chekov as they begin the end of their original five-year mission and boldly go into an uncertain future. Collects issues #1-6. George Caltsoudas cover. 96 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $15.99 [19090649]

STAR TREK: ODYSSEYS END SC - FC. (Mark James Russell/Mirko Colak) No man knows where the Enterprise with Kirk, Spock, Bones, Uhura, Sulu, Scotty, and Chekov as they begin the end of their original five-year mission and boldly go into an uncertain future. Collects issues #1-6. George Caltsoudas cover. 96 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $15.99 [19090654]

BETTIE PAGE: UNBOUND #9 - (Tim Seeley/Colak) When the women of GLOW are preparing for an all-new sort of foe... a news anchor. As they learn the art of the promo to convince the media that GLOW isn’t a bad influence on children, they discover a much bigger problem. Veronica Fish cover [19090689] Nicole Goux cover [19090681] $3.19 (each)

MICKEY AND DONALD: CHRISTMAS PARADE 2019 - (Vito Stabile & Marco Mazzarello & Various) It’s the holiday season, and what better way to celebrate love, joy, and the whole family than with eight moments brand new to the U.S. Giorgio Cavazzano cover. 72 pg. (6x9) $5.59 [19090709]

IDW YOUNG READERS

MY LITTLE PONY HOLIDAY SPECIAL - FC. (James Asmus & Trish Forstner/Andy Price) When Rarity is invited to three parties on Hearth’s Warming Eve—one in Canterlot, one at home in Ponyville-she is loathe to miss out on any of the fun. 36 pg. $3.99 [19090711]
FAMILY TREE

- (Jeff Lemire/Phil Hester & Various) When an eight-year-old girl literally begins to transform into a tree, her single mom, troubled brother, and possibly insane grandfather embark on a bizarre and heart-wrenching odyssey across the back roads of America in a desperate search for a way to cure her horrifying transformation. MT. $3.19 [19090728]

Olympia

- (of 5) Curt Pires & Tony Pires/Alex Diotto & Dee Cunniffe) Elon is a latchkey kid who spends his days alone reading comic books—until his favorite superhero, Olympian, comes crashing off the page and into reality. But as he nurses his wounded and delirious hero back to health, he discovers Olympian isn’t the only thing that came through… 48 pg. Alex Diotto & Dee Cunniffe cover [19060741] Christian Ward cover [19070743] $3.19 [each]

UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY

- (Charles Soule & Scott Snyder/ Giuseppe Camuncoli & Daniele Orlandini) Journey into the near future, and an unknown nation that was once the United States of America—a land that’s become shrouded in mystery after waging itself off from the rest of the world without explanation over thirty years ago. When a team seeking a cure for a global pandemic breaches U.S. borders, they quickly find themselves in a struggle to survive. 40 pg. MT. $3.19 [19090754]

LA VOZ DE MAYO

RAMBO VOL. 01 SC

- (Hernan Barajas/J. González) Based on the oral history of Ramón Juarique, an orphan and WWII veteran who co-founded the Mexican, American, Yaqui, and Others [M.A.Y.O.] organization, which successfully lobbied the Tucson City Council to improve living and working conditions for members of the Pasqua Yaqui tribe, paving the way to their federal recognition. 128 pg. $13.59 [19090758]

POSTAL DELIVERANCE

Vol. 01 SC

- (Bryan Edward Hill/Raffaele lenco) Postal returns to find Mark struggling with the responsibilities and horrors of being the new mayor of Eden, as it seems the newest member of their community has brought his own personal war with him. Collects Postal: Deliverance #1-4. Linda Sejic cover. 128 pg. MT. $11.99 [19090762]

SECTION ZERO

Vol. 01: THERE IS NO SECTION ZERO SC - FC. - (Karl Kesel/Tom Grummett & Karl Kesel) A team of fearless adventurers band together to protect humankind from everything that doesn’t exist. Includes pin-ups by George Perez, Dave Gibbons, Walter Simonson, and more. Collects Section Zero #1-6, plus extras. 216 pg. $15.99 [19090766]

SHARKY THE BOUNTY HUNTER

SC - FC. - (Mark Millar/ Simone Bianchi) Sharky is a blue-collar bounty hunter tracking criminals across the galaxy in his converted, rocket-powered ice-cream truck. Collects Sharky The Bounty Hunter #1-6. 160 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $15.99 [19090767]
American Mythology Productions

Laurel & Hardy Meet Stooges: #1 (D.A. Chase & Julie Daniel) (Imagery by J.J. Harrison & Shadrack Pemberton) In Movers & Shakers Larry, Moe, and Curly are knucklehead handymen that run headfirst into movers Stan and Ollie in a no holds barred five-against-one riot. Eric Shanower cover. $3.19 [19090834]

American Echoes

A Celebration of the 20th- Anniversary Deluxe Edition HC: (Variant PX Cover) (8.5x12.5) $27.99 [19090887]

American Darkevil Battle Levs Gleason Novel SC: B&W (Brett Dakins) The story of Lev Gleason, a titan among comic book publishers in 1940s New York who founded Wanda, the first war comic and America's defining crusades: a nationwide campaign to censor comics, and the paranoia of that era's post-war era. This volume collects the first four issues and includes never before seen content. 128 pg. (7x10) Rest. Previous orders are cancelled. $1.19 [19090886]

American Mythology Productions

American DAREDEVIL BATTLE LEVS GLEASON NOVEL SC: B&W (Brett Dakins) The story of Lev Gleason, a titan among comic book publishers in 1940s New York who founded Wanda, the first war comic and America's defining crusades: a nationwide campaign to censor comics, and the paranoia of that era's post-war era. This volume collects the first four issues and includes never before seen content. 128 pg. (7x10) Rest. Previous orders are cancelled. $1.19 [19090886]

Archie

Archie & Friends: Travel #1 - (Dan Parent/Various) Travel 'round the globe with Archie and the gang. Jeff Shultz cover. 24 pg. $2.39 [19090858]

Archie

Archie

Archie & Friends: Travel: #1 - (Dan Parent/Various) Travel 'round the globe with Archie and the gang. Jeff Shultz cover. 24 pg. $2.39 [19090858]

Cosmo

Cosmo Mighty Martian #1 - (of 5) (Ian Flynn/Trey Yardley) An investigation on the asteroid Ceres quickly becomes a quest for survival as a struggling to survive. Now, when the rough path home, siblings Shea and Sean spent their youth far from the lifeless planet they once called home. Alone on the tough streets of an alien city, Howard Cunningham (aka Howard the Duck) is a detective whose addiction to the drug known as “Filter K” makes it deadly to humans. Among them: a detective taking the end of the world. This volume collects the first four issues and includes never before seen content. 128 pg. (7x10) Rest. Previous orders are cancelled. $1.19 [19090886]
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TITAN COMICS

BLADE RUNNER 2019 VOL. 01: WELCOME TO LOS ANGELES SC
- (Michael Green & Michael Johnson/Andres Guinaldo & Marco Lesko) Blade Runner Ashina hunts down a Rlicant conspiracy. Collects Blade Runner 2019 #1-4. 112 pg. MT. $13.95 [1901010]

DOCTOR WHO: THE 13TH DOCTOR HOLIDAY SPECIAL #1
- (Ben Aaronovitch & Andrew Cartmel/Lee Sullivan) When an English racist washer runs up in the Netherlands, wizards cop Peter Grant is called in to investigate its unusual cargo. Anna Dittman cover. MT. $3.19 [1901017]

TOONHOOD STUDIOS

METRO GN - FC. (Cullen Bunn & Brian Quinn/Walter Flanagan) Meet Hunter Murphy. Yesterday, he died of a drug overdose in a filthy New York City back-alley. Today, he awakes in the City Morgue with no real memory of who he is or how he got there. He only knows his name thanks to the toe tag he’s wearing. When he runs into trouble (which happens quite a bit) the city seems to help him in some way. Francesco Francavilla cover. 160 pg. (7x10) MT. $20.00 [1901024]

VAULT COMICS

BLACK STARS ABOVE #1 - (Lonnie Nadler/Jenna Cha) The year is 1887 and a storm brews. Eulalie Dubois has spent her entire life tending to her family’s truffle, isolated from the world. A chance at freedom comes in the form of a parcel that needs delivering to a nameless town north of the wilderness. (7x10) MT. $3.19 [1901030]

ROBYN HOOD: VIGILANTE #1 - (Ben Meares/ Babsi Kourtuil) After recent events Robyn has found herself on the other side of the law. Hunted and unwelcome both on the streets of the city she calls home, and by the family of catwalkers she made in the Underground. Robyn is dealing with her new status quo the only way she knows how, with a fists of justice and bow full of arrows. Martin Coccilo cover. $3.19 [1901061]

MANGA

MANGA FIND THESE AND MANY MORE IMAGiE COMiC BOOKS TiTLES AT WESTFIELDCOMICS.com/SEARCH/CATALOG-AUS1-MANGA

SEVEN SEAS ENTERTAINMENT

LEVIUS EST VOL. 01 GN - B&W. (Haruhisa Nakata) Young Levius is an up-and-coming fighter in the mechanical martial arts arena, but he’s also in critical condition from his injuries. His trainer is injured as well, and his fellow fighter AJ has been locked away and labeled a weapon of mass destruction. Things are looking bleak until a new arrival inspires new hope. For older teen audiences. 212 pg. (6x9) $10.39 [1901032]

PENTRUOMORUM VOL. 01 GN - B&W. (Kunihiko Ikuhara/Isuzu Shibata) When high school girl Hirami Takakura escapes the clutches of death thanks to a spirit inhabiting a penguin hat, she gets a new lease on life, but there’s a catch. In order for her to stay alive, her twin brothers (with the help of three penguins) must track down a strange object called the “Penguindrum.” 180 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $10.39 [1901128]

OTHER COMIC PUBLISHERS

DIRTY PAIR OMNIBUS GN - B&W. (Haruka Takehito/Hiroshi Takai) Kei and Yuri, known as the Lovely Angels-or the notorious Dirty Pair, depending on who you ask-work as “trouble consultants” for the galactic Worlds Welfare and Works Association (WWWA). But in their pursuit of space-wide justice, they cause space-wide disasters. 33 pg. (6x9) Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $15.99 [1901119]

WW NORTON

HEART OF DARKNESS GN - B&W (Peter Kuper) Acclaimed illustrator Peter Kuper delivers a visually immersive and profound interpretation of this controversial classic evoking the danger and suspense at the heart of this brutal story. 180 pg. (6x9) $17.65 [1901044]

ZUKER PRESS

ACTIVITY STORy OF THE MARjORY STONEMAN DOUGLASS SHOOTING - FC. (Lauren Hogg/Dan Hudson) Lauren Hogg, one of the survivors of the shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas school in Parkland, Florida, dramatically tells her story in graphic novel form. 96 pg. (6x9) $10.39 [1901046]

IDENTITY: THE STORY OF TRANSITIONING GN - FC. (Corey Maison/Almarta Smith) Corey Maison was born a girl, trapped in a boy’s body. Everything about Corey was female... except her physicality. Known by everyone around her, this condition is devastating if not acknowledged. With unconditional love and support from her mother, Corey successfully starts the transition process. 96 pg. (6x9) $10.39 [1901046]

ZENESCOPE ENTERTAINMENT

GFT 2019 ARMED FORCES APPRECIATION - FC. (Dave Finch) featuring an all new short story set in the Grimm Universe and special prize up artwork by some of the industry’s top talent. Alfred Reyes cover. 48 pg. $4.79 [1901049]

GRIMM FAIRY TALES 2019 HOLIDAY SPECIAL - FC. (Joe Brusha & Various) Tis the season to celebrate. Does it have to be awesome... or grisly? A fantastic, holiday-themed special for Grimm Fairy Tales fans returns with another year of holiday horror for the whole family. 48 pg. $4.79 [1901053]

YEN PRESS

BUNGO STRAY DOGS ANOTHER STORY VOL. 01 GN - B&W. (Kafka Kamoishida/Tsugumi Nanamiya) Bungo boys don’t live in libraries. This is simply common sense. And yet, that’s exactly where Sakuta runs into one in the wild. More bewildering is who the bunny girl is: Mai Sakurajima, an upperclassman and one of the most powerful clans among the exorcists charged with watching over the barrier. 192 pg. (5x7) $14.39 [1901041]

RASCAL DOES NOT DREAM OF BUNNY GIRL SENPAI VOL. 01 GN - B&W. (Hajime Kamoshida/ Tsugumi Nanamiya) Bunny girls don’t live in libraries. This is simply common sense. And yet, that’s exactly where Sakuta runs into one in the wild. More bewildering is who the bunny girl is: Mai Sakurajima, an upperclassman and one of the most powerful clans among the exorcists charged with watching over the barrier. 192 pg. (5x7) $10.40 [1901063]

PIE INTERNATIONAL

GIRLS ILLUSTRATIONS SC - FC. (Various) This is the ultimate art collection for the modern and innovative dreamer and with over 100 girls it’s the perfect book for anyone who loves cute/kawaii fashion, delicious sweets, dreamy doll houses, flowers, beautiful flowers, and fairy tales. 184 pg. (8x11) $23.96 [1901114]

STAN LEE MASTER CLASS SC - FC. (Stan Lee/Various) Lee provides aspiring comics artists with complete overview of his whole artistic career. Quantities limited, allocations possible prototypes of various creators. (Peter Richardson/Brian Bolland) [19091137]

ILLUSTRATORS SPECIAL #6 (ART OF BRIAN BOLLAND) - FC. (Peter Richardson/Brian Bolland) A complete overview of his whole artistic career. Quantities limited, allocations may occur. 144 pg. (9x11) $27.99 [19091138]

ILLUSTRATORS MAGAZINE #28 - FC. (Diego Cordoba/Various) Frank Kelly Freas: The “Dean” of Science Fiction artists whose career spans more than 50 years; and more. 96 pg. (9x11) $19.99 [19091139]

FAMOUS MONSTERS: DARK ARTS #5 - FC. (Howard Broznick) In fifty-four years at Dark Horror magazine creating world. Focusing on topics on a new twist that levels the horror. 52 page layouts and publishing history. [19091140]

MARK RYDEN: ART OF WHIPPED CREAM HC - FC. (Mark Ryden) Blending themes of pop culture with techniques reminiscent of the old masters, Mark Ryden has created a singular style that blurs the traditional boundaries between high and low art. 260 pg. (9x12) Reprint. Previous orders are cancelled. $38.96 [19091134]

SPECTRUM ART BOOK VOL. 26 HC - FC. (Arnie & Cathy Fenner/Various) With art from books, graphic novels, video games, films, galleries, advertising and the fine arts, Spectrum 26 is an electrifying art book for fans. Available in softcover and hardcover editions. 336 pg. (9x12)/Hardcover $39.99 [19091140]/Softcover [19091141]

HORRORHOUND #80 - FC. It’s the 35th anniversary of The Terminator and this issue takes a look back at the time-traveling killer robots, as well as their history of fractured timeline continuity throughout film, television, comic books, and video games. 68 pg. $5.59 [19091144]

SCARY MONSTERS MAGAZINE #115 - B&W. Scary Monsters highlights classic monster and sci-fi films of the 1940s to 1980s. 144 pg. $7.96 [19091145]

MARK RYDEN: ART OF WHIPPED CREAM HC - FC. (Mark Ryden) Blending themes of pop culture with techniques reminiscent of the old masters, Mark Ryden has created a singular style that blurs the traditional boundaries between high and low art. 260 pg. (9x12) Reprint. Previous orders are cancelled. $38.96 [19091134]

HORRORHOUND #80 - FC. It’s the 35th anniversary of The Terminator and this issue takes a look back at the time-traveling killer robots, as well as their history of fractured timeline continuity throughout film, television, comic books, and video games. 68 pg. $5.59 [19091144]

GODZILLA 2019 FIGURE: KING GHIDORAH - This 4¼” figure stands on a rock-like base posed with wings spread wide. Scheduled to arrive in Feb. 100.50 [19091135]

POI POLLO TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLE PLAYING CARDS - $4.79 [19091167]

DEADPOOL MARVEL MOVIE PLAYING CARDS - $4.00 [19091177]

MUNCHKIN: DISNEY DUCKTALES CARD GAME - A treasure-seeking role-playing adventure. $19.96 [19091178]

F I G U R E : J U N K Y A R D D A L E K - This 4¼” figure stands on a rock-like base posed with wings spread wide. Scheduled to arrive in Feb. 100.50 [19091135]

POI TV VINYL FIGURES: MAD MEN S1 - Time travel to the 1960s with your favorite Mad Men characters including Don Draper [19091177] and Peggy Olson [19091188]. Measures about 3¾” tall. $3.79 (each)

ROCKETEER GALLERY PVC FIGURE - Measuring approximately 11 inches tall, this sculpture of the Rocketeer taking flight is made of high-quality PVC. Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Rocco Tartamella. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $39.99 [19091189]

FIND THESE AND ANY OTHER CATALOG LISTINGS AT WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM/SECTION/CATALOG-SEP19-MAGS-OTHER-GOODIES

Other Goodies

TROUBLE IN MARS PLAYING CARDS - $4.29 [19091173]

FIND THESE AND ANY OTHER CATALOG LISTINGS AT WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM/SECTION/CATALOG-SEP19-MAGS-OTHER-GOODIES

REGULAR PEN & INK: DISNEY D&S SCIENCE FICTION AND ADVENTURE #102 - FC. (Martin Pasko/Various) [19091180]

GLEE OUT DISNEY CARD GAME - The social interaction and bluffing party game takes on a new twist that levels the playing field for all Disney fans. $15.96 [19091176]

TRAVELS WITH FIGMENT: ON THE ROAD SEARCH DISNEY DREAMS HC - B&W. ( Marty Sklar) In his fifty-four years at Disney, Marty Sklar traveled the globe, creating Disney magic and committing his adventures to memory. In response to the most-asked question raised on his book tours, he drew upon his memory to tell stories he hadn’t shared before. 240 pg. (6x9) $21.59 [19091180]

WALT DISNEY’S ULTIMATE INVENTOR GENIUS. UB IWERKS - IWERKS (Don Iwerks) The Walt Disney Studio established an early reputation as being a technical leader in Hollywood. But Walt Disney frequently relied on the counsel, expertise, ingenuity, and creativity of a kindred spirit, lifelong friend, and fellow virtuoso: Ub Iwerks. 224 pg. (9x13) Reprint. Previous orders are cancelled. $48.00 [19091181]

MARK RYDEN: ART OF WHIPPED CREAM HC - FC. (Mark Ryden) Blending themes of pop culture with techniques reminiscent of the old masters, Mark Ryden has created a singular style that blurs the traditional boundaries between high and low art. 260 pg. (9x12) Reprint. Previous orders are cancelled. $38.96 [19091134]

GODZILLA 2019 FIGURE: KING GHIDORAH - This 4¼” figure stands on a rock-like base posed with wings spread wide. Scheduled to arrive in Feb. 100.50 [19091135]

POI TV VINYL FIGURES: MAD MEN S1 - Time travel to the 1960s with your favorite Mad Men characters including Don Draper [19091177] and Peggy Olson [19091188]. Measures about 3¾” tall. $3.79 (each)

ROCKETEER GALLERY PVC FIGURE - Measuring approximately 11 inches tall, this sculpture of the Rocketeer taking flight is made of high-quality PVC. Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Rocco Tartamella. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $39.99 [19091189]

FIND THESE AND ANY OTHER CATALOG LISTINGS AT WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM/SECTION/CATALOG-SEP19-MAGS-OTHER-GOODIES

Other Goodies

TROUBLE IN MARS PLAYING CARDS - $4.29 [19091173]

GODZILLA 2019 FIGURE: KING GHIDORAH - This 4¼” figure stands on a rock-like base posed with wings spread wide. Scheduled to arrive in Feb. 100.50 [19091135]

POI TV VINYL FIGURES: MAD MEN S1 - Time travel to the 1960s with your favorite Mad Men characters including Don Draper [19091177] and Peggy Olson [19091188]. Measures about 3¾” tall. $3.79 (each)

ROCKETEER GALLERY PVC FIGURE - Measuring approximately 11 inches tall, this sculpture of the Rocketeer taking flight is made of high-quality PVC. Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Rocco Tartamella. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $39.99 [19091189]
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- [ ] Hold (final shipment until complete)

See steps 6 & 7 of instructions for more specific shipping information.
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**ADD Debit**

[ ] September 19, 2019

**ADD Shipping & Handling**
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**APO/FPO orders add postage**
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[ ] (see account balance on label)

**Subtract Credit**

[ ] (see account balance on label)

**Grand Total**
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**CATALOGS**

**Marvel Comics Sets**

- [ ] Marvel Comics Set (69) [SEP19] 296.31 177.51
- [ ] Avengers Set (12) [SEP19] 47.88 28.68
- [ ] Spider-Man Set (18) [SEP19] 70.82 45.42
- [ ] X-Men Set (7) [SEP19] 31.93 19.13

**Marvel Heroes**

- [ ] 2099 Alpha #1 4.99 3.99
- [ ] 2099 Alpha #1 (8-Part conn cvr - Adams) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] 2008 Alpha #1 [var Artist cvr] 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Absolute Carnage #5 4.99 3.99
- [ ] #5 (var Action Figure cvr - Christopher) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] #5 (var Connecting cvr - Hotz) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Absolute Carnage #5 (var cvr - Land) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Absolute Carnage #5 (var cvr - Ron Lim) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Absolute Carnage: Captain Marvel #1 4.99 3.99
- [ ] #1 (var Cede cvr) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Absolute Carnage: Immortal Hulk #1 [DIE signed - Hotz] 15.92 15.93
- [ ] Absolute Carnage: Weapon Plus #1 4.99 3.99
- [ ] #1 (var Cede cvr) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Aero #5 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Agents of Atlas #4 * 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Amazing Mary Jane #2 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Amazing Spider-Man #33 3.99 3.19
- [ ] #33 (var 2099 cvr - Mercado) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] #33 (var 2099 cvr - Rugg) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] #33 (8-Part conn cvr - Adams) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Annihilation: Scourge Alpha #1 4.99 3.99
- [ ] #1 (var - Olivetti) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] #1 (var - Ron Lim) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Avengers #26 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Avengers #26 (Marvels 25th cvr - Alex Ross) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Avengers #27 3.99 3.19
- [ ] #27 (var 2099 cvr) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Black Cat #6 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Black Cat #6 (var 2099 cvr - Noto) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Black Cat Annual #1 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Black Cat Annual #1 (var cvr - Nauck) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Black Panther #18 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Black Panther & the Agents of Wakanda #3 3.99 3.19
- [ ] #3 (var 2099 cvr) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Captain America #16 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Captain America #16 (var 2099 cvr - Yoon) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Captain Marvel #12 3.99 3.19
- [ ] #12 (var 2099 cvr) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] #12 (Connecting cvr - Inhyuk Lee) (1 of 5) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Conan #2009 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Conan #2009 (var cvr - Ron Lim) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Daredevil #13 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Daredevil #13 (var 2099 cvr - Shalvoy) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Deadpool #1 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Deadpool #1 (var cvr - Finch) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Deadpool #1 (var Mary Jane cvr - Gomez) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Doctor Doom #2 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Doctor Doom #2 (var 2099 cvr) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Excalibur #2 (DX) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Excalibur #2 (DX) (var 2099 cvr - McKone) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Fallen Angels #1 4.99 3.99
- [ ] #1 (Every Mutant Ever cvr - Bagley) (6 of 6) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] #1 (var Young Guns cvr - Larraz) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Fantastic Four #16 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Fantastic Four #16 (var 2099 cvr - Land) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Fantastic Four #16 (var 2099 cvr - Ron Lim) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Fantastic Four: Grand Design #2 * 4.99 3.99
- [ ] #2 (var cvr - Rugg) * 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Fantastic Four: Negative Zone #1 4.99 3.99
- [ ] #1 (var cvr - Suayan) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Friendly Neighborhood Spider-Man #14 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Future Foundation #4 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Ghost Rider #2 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Ghost-Spider #4 (var 2099 cvr) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Guardians of the Galaxy #11 3.99 3.19
- [ ] #11 (var 2099 cvr - Johnson) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Gwenpool Strikes Back #4 * 3.99 3.19
- [ ] History of Marvel Universe #3 4.99 3.99
- [ ] #5 (var cvr - Rodriguez) * 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Immortal Hulk #26 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Immortal Hulk #27 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Immortal Hulk #28 (var 2099 cvr - Raney) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Invaders #11 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Invisible Woman #5 * 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Ironheart #12 3.99 3.19
- [ ] King Thor #3 * 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Loki #5 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Loki #5 (var 2099 cvr) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Magnificent Ms. Marvel #9 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Marauders #2 (DX) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Marvel Tales: Doctor Strange #1 7.99 6.39
- [ ] Miles Morales: Spider-Man #12 3.99 3.19
- [ ] #12 (var 2099 cvr) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Morbius #1 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Morbius #1 (var Artist B cvr) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Morbius #1 (var Connecting cvr - 1 of 5) 3.99 3.19
- [ ] New Mutants #1 4.99 3.99
- [ ] #1 (var cvr - Artgem) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] #1 (Every Mutant Ever cvr - Bagley) (5 of 6) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] #1 (var Young Guns cvr - Gannon) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] New Mutants #2 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Old Man Quill #11 * 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Punisher #2009 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Punisher #2009 (var cvr - Ron Lim) 4.99 3.99
- [ ] Punisher: Kill Krew #5 * 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Punisher: Soviet #1 * 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Punisher: Soviet #1 (var Artist cvr) * 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Runaways #27 3.99 3.19
- [ ] Savage Avengers #7 3.99 3.19

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>COVER PRICE</th>
<th>OUR PRICE</th>
<th>TOTAL PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kiss: The End SC</td>
<td>19.99</td>
<td>15.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(cvr M) Signed</td>
<td>29.99</td>
<td>23.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six Million Dollar Man SC</td>
<td>19.99</td>
<td>15.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dynamite Collectible**

| Boys Collectible Homelander S2 Bill | 25.00 | 20.00 |

**IDW PUBLISHING**

| Canto #6 (cvr A - Zucker) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Cobra Kai: Karate Kid Saga Continues #2 (cvr A - McLeod) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Croc: Hark the Herald #1 (reg cvr - Seeley) | 4.99 | 3.99 |
|Dangerous & Dragon's Infernal Tides #1 (cvr A - Dunbar) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
| #1 (cvr B - Character Sheet) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero #270 (cvr a) | 4.99 | 3.99 |
|GLOW vs. The Babylife #1 (cvr A - Fish) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|GLOW vs. The Babylife #1 (cvr B - Goux) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Magic the Gathering: Chandra Trials of Alara #4 (cvr A - Rob) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Mountainhead #4 (cvr A - Ryan Lee) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Napoleon Dynamite #3 (cvr A - Richard) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Pandemic #3 (regular cvr - Sanchez) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Ragnarok: The Breaking of Helheim #3 (cvr A - Simmonson) | 4.99 | 3.99 |
|Rising Sun #1 | 4.99 | 3.99 |
|Road of Bones SC | 17.99 | 14.39 |
|Ring: Dire Wraiths #2 (cvr A - Pizzari) | 4.99 | 3.99 |
|Samurai Jack 100-Pager | 5.99 | 4.79 |
|Sonic the Hedgehog #23 (cvr A) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Star Trek: Picard - Countdown #1 (cvr A) | 4.99 | 3.99 |
|Star Trek: Year Five #8 (cvr A - Thompson) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Vol. 01 - Odyssey's End SC | 19.99 | 15.99 |
|Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #100 (cvr A - Zucker) | 7.99 | 6.39 |
| #100 (cvr C - Eastman) | 7.99 | 6.39 |
| #100 (DFE var cvr - Eastman exclusive) | 19.94 | 15.87 |
|TMNT: Secret of the Clan #1 (DFE var cvr - Eastman exclusive) | 29.99 | 23.99 |
|Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Urban Legends #19 (cvr A - Fosco) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Transformers #15 (cvr A - Lawrence) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Transformers Galaxies #3 (cvr A) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Usagi Yojimbo #36 (Anniversary) (cvr - Sakai) | 4.99 | 3.99 |
|Usagi Yojimbo: Ragnard Jason Poster (signed) | 20.00 | 16.00 |

**IDW - Top Shelf**

| British Ice GN SC | 14.99 | 11.99 |
|From Hell: Model Edition #8 * | 7.99 | 6.39 |

**IDW - Star Wars**

| Star Wars Adventures #28 (cvr A - Charm) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Star Wars Adventures Omnibus Vol. 01 SC | 29.99 | 23.99 |

**IDW Disney Comics**

| Disney Comics & Stories #8 (cvr A - Basset) | 5.99 | 4.79 |
|Uncle Scrooge #51 (reg. cvr - Mazzarello) | 4.99 | 3.99 |

**IDW Young Readers**

| My Little Pony Holiday Special (cvr A - Price) | 4.99 | 3.99 |
|My Little Pony Omnibus Vol. 05 SC | 24.99 | 19.99 |

**IDW Collectibles**

| IDW Short Comic Box: My Little Pony (5-Pack) | 50.85 | 40.68 |
|Transformers (5-Pack) | 50.85 | 40.68 |

**IMAGE COMICS**

| Analog #10 (cvr A - O'Sullivan) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Ascender #7 | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Battlepug #9 (cvr A - Norton & Passalacqua) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Beauty #31 (cvr A - Haus & Filardi) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Coffin Bound #4 | 4.99 | 3.99 |
|Copr #2 | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Strimal #10 | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Crowded #11 (cvr A - Stein Brand & Farrell) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Dead Eyes #2 (cvr A - McCrea) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Deadly Class #42 (cvr A - Craig) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Death or Glory #7 (cvr A - Bengali) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Die #9 (cvr A - Hans) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Family Tree #1 | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Farmland #11 | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Gideon Falls #18 (cvr A - Sorrentino) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Heart Attack #1 | 3.99 | 3.19 |
|Hit-Girl Season Two #10 (cvr A - Alavely) | 3.99 | 3.19 |
CONDITIONS OF SALE

The person(s) placing this order ("Customer") hereby agrees that the following terms and conditions shall constitute additional conditions of sale:

(1) DELIVERY PERIOD. All orders for new product will be shipped beginning approximately 60 to 90 days after receipt by The Westfield Company of Wisconsin (Westfield). Orders for future publications, or for out-of-stock/not-arrived publications or items, may be sent in two or more shipments to the Customer. Please notify us within 30 days of receipt of any damaged or missing items. We cannot guarantee replacements after 30 days.

(2) MATURITY CONTENT. Customer understands that some publications may contain language and illustrations which are intended for mature readers and may be offensive or objectionable to some readers. Customer agrees to exercise his/her discretion before ordering such publications. The Westfield Company and Customer must rely upon individual publishers’ representations as to whether the publication contains mature content. All publications which publishers advise may contain mature material will be coded accordingly pursuant to the legend located on the order form. As a service to the Customer, Westfield has made further good faith efforts to code publications which may contain mature content, even though not so indicated by publishers. Westfield makes no warranties, expressed or implied, relative to publication contents. Orders for items coded as mature content and any adults only item, are accepted contingent on The Westfield Company receiving a signed Age Statement from the customer.

(3) LEGAL CAPACITY. Customer represents that he/she is at least eighteen (18) years of age or if under eighteen (18) years of age, Customer represents that this order is placed with the express permission of his/her parent(s) or legal guardian(s).

(4) INDEMNIFICATION. Customer agrees to hold Westfield, its principals, agents, representatives, employees and assigns harmless and indemnify Westfield against any and all claims, damages and costs of whatever nature, including but not limited to actual attorney’s fees, incurred as a result of any legal action of whatever nature resulting from the sale of publications to Customer, except for claims concerning the non-delivery of orders or the merchantability of goods.

(5) GOVERNING LAW. This agreement shall be subject to and governed by the laws of the State of Wisconsin, and any community standards which shall be applicable shall be those of the City of Madison, Wisconsin. The invalidity or unenforceability of any particular provision of this Agreement shall not affect the other provisions hereof and this Agreement shall be construed in all respects as if such invalid or unenforceable provisions were omitted. This Agreement shall be binding and inure to the benefit of Westfield and Customer and their respective heirs, legal representatives, executors, administrators, successors, principals, agents, employees, assigns, parents and/or legal guardians.

(6) PURCHASING FOR RESALE. Our terms of sale with our distributors dictate that we cannot sell products to retail or distributor accounts for the purposes of resale. By ordering from Westfield, retail and distributor accounts agree not to resell any products purchased from Westfield without the express written consent of the respective publishers.

© 2019 The Westfield Company of Wisconsin.

MORE ITEMS

A MESSAGE ABOUT OUR MATURE / ADULTS ONLY PUBLICATIONS

Under Wisconsin State Law, there are serious legal ramifications for selling underage persons material that is mature in its content or that is intended for adults only. The Westfield Company would greatly appreciate the cooperation of our adult subscribers who wish to order Mature/Adult material from the order form, in reading through the following legal statement, signing and returning it so that we eliminate the possibility of Mature or adult material being acquired by persons under 18 years of age who are currently members of our mail-order service.

All statements returned to Westfield will be kept on file and entered into our customer database. An age statement is required to be on file in order to place orders for Mature or Adult items. ORDERS PLACED WITHOUT AN AGE STATEMENT ON FILE WILL BE CANCELLED AND A CREDIT WILL BE ISSUED. If you have already returned a signed age statement, you don’t need to return another.

As always, thank you for being an important part of Westfield.

Age Confirmation Statement

The undersigned does hereby declare that he/she is legally an adult of 18 years of age or older and assumes full responsibility for the legal implications resulting from the acquisition of any material from The Westfield Company that is categorized by The Westfield Company as "Mature" or "Adults Only" material. The Westfield Company, its owners, employees, agents, successors, or assigns shall not be held responsible for any misrepresentation of age on the part of the undersigned, and will not be held liable for and are hereby forever released, discharged, and held harmless of any claims, demands, actions, causes of actions, or damages, present or future arising out of any misrepresentation of age in connection with the signing of the Age Confirmation Statement.

Dated this ____________ day of __________________, 20_______

Signature: ____________________________________________________

Account No. ____________________________

Date of Birth _______/ _______/ _______

US Mail for service to:

APO/FPOs, Guam, Puerto Rico, Hawaii and Alaska.
(Those with Continental U.S. PO Box addresses please use the standard shipping chart.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0.01 - 20</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>8.30</td>
<td>9.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$20.01 - 40</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>9.90</td>
<td>10.40</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$40.01 - 60</td>
<td>8.80</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td>14.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$60.01 - 80</td>
<td>10.40</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td>15.60</td>
<td>18.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$80.01 - 100</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>14.60</td>
<td>16.10</td>
<td>18.70</td>
<td>21.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100.01 - 120</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td>16.10</td>
<td>18.20</td>
<td>20.80</td>
<td>25.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$120.01 - 140</td>
<td>15.10</td>
<td>17.70</td>
<td>20.80</td>
<td>23.40</td>
<td>29.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$140.01 - 160</td>
<td>16.60</td>
<td>19.20</td>
<td>22.90</td>
<td>26.00</td>
<td>32.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$160.01 - 180</td>
<td>17.70</td>
<td>21.30</td>
<td>25.50</td>
<td>28.60</td>
<td>36.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$180.01 - 200</td>
<td>18.70</td>
<td>22.90</td>
<td>27.60</td>
<td>31.20</td>
<td>40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$200.01 - 240</td>
<td>20.30</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>30.20</td>
<td>33.80</td>
<td>43.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$240.01 - 280</td>
<td>21.80</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>32.80</td>
<td>36.40</td>
<td>46.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$280.01 - 320</td>
<td>23.40</td>
<td>29.10</td>
<td>34.80</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>50.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$320.01 - 360</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>30.70</td>
<td>37.40</td>
<td>41.60</td>
<td>54.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$360.01 - 400</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>33.80</td>
<td>39.50</td>
<td>44.20</td>
<td>57.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$400.01 - 450</td>
<td>29.10</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>46.80</td>
<td>52.00</td>
<td>67.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$450.01 - 500</td>
<td>31.20</td>
<td>41.60</td>
<td>49.40</td>
<td>55.10</td>
<td>70.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500.01 - 600</td>
<td>33.30</td>
<td>44.70</td>
<td>52.50</td>
<td>58.80</td>
<td>74.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$600.01 - 700</td>
<td>37.40</td>
<td>48.40</td>
<td>56.20</td>
<td>62.40</td>
<td>78.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$700.01 - 800</td>
<td>40.60</td>
<td>52.00</td>
<td>59.80</td>
<td>66.00</td>
<td>81.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some more items that did not quite fit into the catalog. Find these and any other catalog listings at: WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM/SECTION/CATALOG-SEP19

Star Wars T-Shirt: Solo Smuggling Co. (Star Wars)
1. Remove ORDER FORM from catalog.

2. Please fill in Account Number, Name, Address, Phone # and Email address on Order Form. Please print clearly. If this is a new address, please check the appropriate box and indicate the date the new address goes into effect. If no date is provided, your address change will be made effective immediately.

3. Make your selections: In the QUANTITY column, fill in the number of copies you would like for each desired title (please do not use check marks or tally marks). Multiply the QUANTITY by OUR PRICE and put that amount in the TOTAL PRICE column. Here is an example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>COVER</th>
<th>OUR PRICE</th>
<th>TOTAL PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. When you have made all your selections, add up each TOTAL PRICE column, putting your column totals in the boxes at the bottom of each column. Then, add all 18 column totals together, and put this amount in the SUBTOTAL box.

5. If you are a Wisconsin resident, add 5% Sales Tax in the box provided.

6. Indicate your shipping frequency choice in the box provided (either Once a Month, Twice a Month or Weekly shipping). There is a $7.50 additional charge for Twice a Month shipping. (Must have a valid credit card on file for this option.) Note: International deliveries are not eligible for release.

7. Choose your Shipping Preference.

   **RELEASE:** We'll look at your account during your Ship Week for the current shipping cycle, and if anything from a previous order cycle is in stock, we'll ship it for you, and charge your card $7.50 for the additional shipment. (Must have a valid credit card on file for this option.) Note: International deliveries are not eligible for release.

   **HOLD:** Means we’ll look at your account during your Ship Week for the current shipping cycle, and if anything from a previous order cycle is in stock, we’ll pull it for you, and set it aside for your next regular scheduled shipment. If no further orders are placed on your account, items will be held until everything is in stock, then a last shipment will be sent with no additional shipping charge. (If you place a new order in the meantime, any previously held items will automatically be included with the scheduled shipment for that order.)

   If you don’t make a selection on this form, your preference will default to your most recent selection, but you can change your Shipping Preference at any time!

8. If you live in Alaska, Guam, Hawaii, Puerto Rico or at an APO or FPO address, your package will be delivered to you via U.S. Mail, unless you can provide us with an address within the continental United States. Please read “The Fine Print” in Worlds of Westfield for more information on U.S. Mail service.

9. Use your SUBTOTAL and the chart below step 5 to determine your SHIPPING & HANDLING charge.

   - Non-continental U.S. Mail customers please see charts on page 7 of the order form for shipping charges.

10. Add the $1.00 Paper Form processing fee. (We tried putting out a tip jar, but no one used it.)

11. Check your Account Balance, listed on the mailing label. If the label indicates a D (debit) or a C (credit), transfer the amount indicated into the appropriate box. Add DEBIT or subtract CREDIT, if any, from your SUBTOTAL.

12. Fill in the GRAND TOTAL box after making all additions and subtractions from the SUBTOTAL. This is the amount of payment you should include with your order.

13. If you have ordered any items marked with a mature content symbol (†) you must have a signed Age Statement on file. This can be found on Page 6 of the order form.

PAYMENT

Full payment, in U.S. funds, must always accompany your order. We accept Discover/NOVUS, VISA, MasterCard, money orders and personal checks. Money orders and personal checks should be made out to Westfield Comics. If you wish to pay by Discover/NOVUS, VISA or MasterCard, you must completely fill out the charge card box on the top of the order form. Also, be aware that in accordance with our full-payment policy noted above, we will enter the charge upon receipt of your order. Send your payment along with the order form to Westfield by the due date printed on the front of the order form.

SENDING ORDERS BY FAX

Orders sent by fax must be paid by Discover/NOVUS, VISA or MasterCard. If you send your order by fax, please be sure to follow the instructions below to ensure that your transmission is still legible when it reaches us. We cannot be responsible for mistakes due to illegible faxes.

1. Cut each page of the order form in half, making six equal sections, each with three columns. Remember there may be items ordered on both sides of a page.

2. Center each section in the document feed of your fax machine, rather than aligning them along one side. DO NOT reduce the size when you transmit.

3. Call us within 20 minutes after sending your fax to confirm its arrival and legibility. We cannot be responsible for errors due to illegible faxes.

If you fax your order form, please do not mail the original to us as well. Also, do not fax a copy of an order form to confirm an order sent by mail. Either of these may result in your account being charged twice for the same order.
Welcome to the 31st Century and the new adventures of the Legion of Super-Heroes. But things don't get off to a good start. Why have they broken the cardinal rule of the United Planets? And how does Aquaman's trident play into it? Find out here!